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EDATARIAL by Robert Stuart
Welcome, welcome, welcome to the latest issue of
Excel, featuring another ﬁ y two pages of Atari
goodness. It’s taken a few months to re-charge the
ba eries and now we’re back, be er than ever, with
lots of great stuﬀ from some Atari Age stalwarts from
both sides of the Atlan c. It’s great to get more people
involved with wri ng for the magazine and I think we
can go from strength to strength with this great
support. Roll on the next issue!
From the European side we have two terriﬁc hardware
projects from Robin (Electrotrains) Edwards and some
great new game maps courtesy of Lukas Bezdek. On the
American front we have reviews of all the games
entered in Abbuc’s 2016's so ware compe on by
Ma (Gunstar) Baker and Adventures in Atari
Programming by Michael (WEBmikey) Walters. All this
and a new interview with Al rra creator Avery
(Phaeron) Lee by our own Jonathan (Flashjazzcat)
Halliday.
New games are high on the agenda in this issue including two classic 3D games from Mariusz - Fairlight
and the brand new release of his Gunfright conversion.
We also have a bit of a scoop with an exclusive look at
Fandal’s new Spellbinder game converted from the BBC
Micro. Two games which have been in development for
many years have now ﬁnally seen the light of day - Pang
from Tebe and the original game Laura from Arkadiusz
Lubaszka, both of which are quite superb, especially in
the graphics department.

The Atari Archives in this issue features two famous
programmers of classic Atari games of yesteryear - Jeﬀ
Minter extols the virtues of Star Raiders from Personal
Computer Games in 1984 and David Crane talks about
programming his original Atari games for Ac vision in
Big K magazine, also from 1984.

Lukas Bezdek has sent us some excellent maps for the
new games Spy Cat and Saboteur and next issue will
include, amongst others, a map for Spellbinder. We also
have a feature on Hi-Tec’s cartoon games from way
back in 1990, including full colour maps for two of them
and a full playing guide for the superb Ruﬀ and Reddy.

Meanwhile... Jurek “Duddie” Dudek from Poland has
obtained permission to re-release a mountain of classic
Atari tles from the early 90s, all in big-box format,
using high quality packaging and printed game maps.
We will be reviewing the ﬁrst set next issue, which will
also feature a compe on to enable Excel readers a
chance to win some of these Collectors Edi on tles.
These are mostly re-released games from the top Polish
so ware publishers LK Avalon and Mirage.

Mikey Waters recently started publishing his
Adventures in Atari BASIC series in blog-format on
www.wearethemutants.com, which I thought would
make a great ar cle for the mag, so with Mikey’s
permission, we have parts one and two in this very
issue, and the next two instalments will be in issue #5.
The “Space Assault” game originally appeared in Analog
issue #13, way back in September 1983... two years
before I had even set eyes on my ﬁrst Atari! Hopefully
this will be of interest to those of you who have asked
for type-in lis ngs to appear in Excel.
Jonathan Halliday interviews the Al rra-meister Avery
Lee in this issue, which is quite exci ng and we hope to
have interviews with Paul Lay (of Atari Blast fame) and
Krzysztof "XXL" Dudek (Knight Lore / Jetset Willy /
Hobgoblin) in the next couple of issues.

Also coming soon will be reviews of some of the newer
cartridge-only games - Xenophobe, Tempest, Venture,
Secretum Labyrinth, Amokbots and the forthcoming
Tempest Elite which will come in both standard and
VBXE ﬂavours and also with stereo sound.
Excel issue #5 is tenta vely(!) scheduled for the ﬁrst
week in July... see you all then... ish!
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Spellbinder is the latest Atari port from the BBC micro
by Fandal with help from PG and Jose Pereira in the
sound and graphics departments. The original game
was exclusively released for the BBC micro and Acorn
Electron (a budget version of the BBC) by Superior
So ware in 1987. The game started life as Magelords
by the teenage authors Dan and Eton Shirron from
Israel.

icon bu ons. All windows and icons and main frame
are two-shade monochrome, but are diﬀerent colours
from each other, giving a total of eight onscreen
shades. The graphics are all clear, well drawn and
detailed but have been enhanced for the Atari version.
The BBC game was totally monochroma c on the
en re screen. The colours change from room to room
in the main window, as did the BBC original, though
with the original the en re screen changed.

ATARI
BBC / ELECTRON

Your character in the game is the Magelord Eldon the
spellbinder. Eldon's quest is to search the castle
Lorraine for ingredients to create spells and ul mately
ﬁnd the evil Magelord Zorn, an outcast, and destroy
him with the ul mate spell.
The game is presented in pseudo-3D and uses high
resolu on monochrome graphics, but not isometric,
like the Ul mate Play The Game Spectrum and C64
Filma on and Filma on 2 ports, but straight-on 3D as
in the Spy vs. Spy trilogy. The tle screen is a fullcolour medium-res screen, with the original tle
screen graphics of the BBC version, translated to the
Atari. This tle screen uses dithering for extra shades
of colour and also a few hardware sprite underlays
with DLI's to get even more extra solid colours on the
tle screen. And very nice it is too!

The audio in the game is limited. There is a nice tle
screen tune but no in-game music. The original BBC
version sported con nuous background music, and
had a unique song called Midnight Summer Dream, a
song by the Bri sh rock band The Stranglers from their
album Feline. This music is missing from this Atari
version, so you'll have to hunt down the song on MP3
and play it on repeat while playing the Atari game - at
least it will probably sound be er than a Pokey
version! There are sound eﬀects, however, including
the sound of your character walking, li le bleeps if
you ﬁnd something, and a unique sound when
monsters are draining your energy, and a few other
incidental jingles.

The in-game graphics are laid out in a large frame with
the main view window and in the lower right is a
smaller informa on window, and to the le of it, six

The control are ﬁne - you use the joys ck to move
Eldon north, south, east and west - there is no
diagonal movement. The rest of the controls use the
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enemies and lose some precious energy. Your energy
disappears rapidly - I died o en playing the game,
because I had not found enough ingredients and the
tools needed to mix any spells to cast. I personally
encountered about four or ﬁve diﬀerent monsters as I
was playing, but there are a lot of dead ends and you
have to go back the way you came and re-encounter
those same monsters. The en re castle seems to be
much larger than the small area I have been able to
explore thus far. This game is not for those with short
a en on spans or that get frustrated easily - it will
take you many, many a empts, as you learn the layout
of the castle and where items are that you need. Or
you can use our map for the game in the next issue!

keyboard keys 1-6. Number 1 is pressed to resume
joys ck movement, if needed. Number 2 is your
look/search bu on, 3 is your inventory, 4 is mixing
spell ingredients, 5 is spell cas ng, and 6 is your “use”
bu on. 1-6 all correspond to the six icons bu ons on
screen shown above and they do a ‘depressed’ key
anima on on screen when you ac vate one of them.

This is a welcome addi on to the Atari pseudo-3D
adventure game library, games which were sorely
lacking on our Atari's un l recent years when all the
BBC Micro and Spectrum ports came along. Now we
have a plethora of such games and it will take years to
ﬁnish them all, even with the many nice maps
published in Excel. All in all, it's a great adventure
game with a large area to explore, like other pseudo3D ports done by Fandal and others, and all I can say
to Fandal and company is keep up the good work and
please, please bring us more great ports like this. Just
a shame about the missing background music,
though!

You start the game on a bridge outside the castle, with
a tunnel ahead. You can only go forward into the
tunnel beyond the bridge. Once inside, you ﬁnd
yourself inside the castle with stone walls and typical
castle decor on the walls like shields with crossed
spears and torches in holders. There is also a face,
presumably of stone, on the north wall that has
something to say to you. The only way out of the
room is a door to the le . Other rooms throughout
the castle are also stone walls, with shields, pictures
and suits of armour, treasure chests, tables, and there
are bookcase/shelves to search. You must search
everything for hidden features - for example moving a
picture can reveal a secret hidden door. There may
also be hidden messages to read that provide hints to
help your advance through the castle and there is also
a large forest to explore when you get outside.
You will ﬁnd strange items that are needed for
diﬀerent spells, like toad-legs, burned ashes, ﬂeas,
worms, etc. but you can also ﬁnd some ready-made
spells like energy renewal and a ack spells. These can
only be used once, but you can carry mul ples of the
same items in your inventory. As you search through
the castle, looking for the required items, you are
totally vulnerable, with no way to protect yourself or
ﬁght back, so you have to run past or run through
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ATARI

SPECTRUM

Spectrum in 1985 and was later ported to other Z80
machines - the Amstrad CPC and the MSX. The game
was developed straight a er Nightshade (reviewed in
Excel issue #1), and uses the same Filma on II game
engine. The reviews were generally posi ve with praise
given to the graphics and presenta on, although some
cri cised the similarity to Nightshade.

“How'de Pardners. Now y'all listen up. Seems we got
ourselves a new Sheriﬀ in town, reckons he gonna clear
the town of the meanest and fastest Gun To n' Bunch of
Roo n' Too n' Gun Slingers which ever did hit the Wild
West, goes by the name of Sheriﬀ Quickdraw. Yes Siree.
Meanwhile in the Sheriﬀ's Oﬃce... Sheriﬀ Quickdraw
springs into ac on and within the blink of an eye, is away
on his trusty steed Panto. “Wha, eye jus' git on ma
Horsey, rustle up thim thar Bunch of no good trouble
Roosters and raad thim straight out a' Town, No Messin'.
Acomin' in here, a wailin', a hollerin', a yellin', a robbin'
an a shoo n' aller these here ﬁne friendly Town Kinsfolk.
Ah go a git some er that nee-or-mality restored to this
here lil'ole Town. An' ah bes' get ready beefer thim
Gunslingers arrive, an ain't nobody gonna stand in ma
way, Nooo Sir. Ahh just gonna git ma somma that ammune-nee-shon an a'hm ready for thim baddies, as soon as
they's hit town, Wha eye might even make ma self rich
with alla thim big fat rewards on oﬀer.”

You take the role of Sheriﬀ Quickdraw, and the main
objec ve of the game is to track down and kill a gang of
twenty outlaws which includes Buﬀalo Bill, Billy the Kid,
Jesse James, The Lone Ranger and even the Milky Bar
Kid, who has apparently joined the dark side! The game
begins with a ﬁrst-person perspec ve minigame in which
ver cally scrolling bags of money can be shot using a
targe ng crosshair. Shoo ng the bags will give you
money which can be used to purchase ammuni on. The
further into the game you get, the faster the bags fall.

Dang-Nabbit, go git thim villains, Sheriﬀ Quickdraw.”
Sorry about that! Gunfright is an arcade adventure game
developed by Ul mate Play the Game and was the the
ﬁnal game to be overseen by the Ul mate founders Chris
and Tim Stamper. It was ﬁrst released for the ZX
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Sheriﬀ Quickdraw must locate the wanted outlaws one
by one - the ﬁrst being Buﬀalo Bill for a reward of $350.
Once an outlaw has been found and shot (shoo ng him
does not kill him, but starts a gunﬁght duel), the game
shi s to a ﬁrst-person targe ng minigame. This me you
must shoot the rapidly moving outlaw as quickly as
possible - you can either wait for the outlaw to draw, or
take the ini a ve and shoot ﬁrst, which will make the
bandit draw his weapon as well. If you successfully shoot
the outlaw, a reward is paid (increasing with every
round), and the next outlaw enters the town. During
gameplay, you will encounter townsfolk who may point
in the direc on of the outlaws. These residents need to
be protected during gameplay as a ﬁne must be paid if
any are shot by bandits or if you accidentally kill any
yourself. It’s a bit tricky trying to protect them as contact
with one of the townsfolk results in the loss of a life!
Care must also be taken when traversing the town as
contact with a cactus is lethal and later levels also have
deadly tumbleweeds. Each me you lose a life, you have
to start from the beginning (the Jail) again...

Some of the outlaws mosey around town rather quickly
on horseback, and you have to saddle up your horse
(Panto) to pursue them, which is certainly a quicker way
to get around town, although you only have a limited me
on the horse and it does make avoiding a collision with
the townsfolk just a li le more diﬃcult. Unlike the
majority of Ul mate arcade adventure games, this one
has no puzzle-solving element - you simply have to ﬁnd
the outlaw (with help from the townsfolk) and challenge
him to a gunslinging duel, so the game is fairly easy to get
into, but not quite so easy to play. According to the
original Spectrum instruc ons, Bandits may be shot on
sight, but Hardened Wanted Criminals and Gunﬁghters
will want to ﬁght the fast draw way...!
As in Nightshade, the playing area takes up a small por on
of the screen, with the rest being devoted to number of
lives (represented by cowboy hats), the number of rounds
le in your Super Slung Six-Shot Slinger (which reloads
automa cally if you have the funds to buy more bullets)
and the current price of bullets, horses and the amount of
ﬁne you must pay if you accidentally shoot somebody. The
outlaw you are currently searching for is displayed on the
le in a Wanted-style poster with the reward for his
capture, which starts at $350 for Buﬀalo Bill and increases
with every level with the outlaws on the later levels being
valued at thousands of dollars. Special bonus rewards are
paid if you can apprehend complete gangs - which
presumably means the Mexicans, Gunﬁghters, Bandits
and Hill Billies who are the ﬁnal baddies on the last four
levels.
The en re game runs in 320x192 high resolu on mode
(but in 32-column width - 256 pixels wide), but with clever
use of the Atari’s hardware sprites to get extra colours all
over the place, the game looks virtually iden cal to the
Spectrum original. This new Atari version (and also the
new Commodore 64 conversion) have both been created
by Mariusz Wojcieszek with graphical assistance from Jose
Pereira and music / sound eﬀects by Saul Cross. This is
another great addi on to the Atari library from the
Ul mate catalogue but Mariusz now would like to take a
breather from por ng isometric 3D games (although
Batman from Ocean has been men oned...) so roll on
Sabre Wulf, A c Atac and Underwurlde!
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Laura is a new game from Poland (released at the
end of 2016) by ArSo Corpora on. The game and
coding was by Arkadiusz Lubaszka with graphics by
Paweł Szewczyk. The game was released on cartridge
and requires an Atari with at least 64k of RAM. The
authors also hope to release an English transla on
on cartridge in the future. The cartridge edi ons
contain 64 levels. In the mean me, an XEX ﬁle
version (in Polish) with 32 levels is available for free
download, but note this version requires a machine
with at least 128k of memory. The XEX ﬁle can be
loaded from a suitable cartridge (e.g. a SIDE2 or
Ul mate Cart) or from a SIO device. For this review, I
played the XEX version on my 130XE.

keys to open doors, sliding blocks about to disable
traps or make a path, plan ng bombs, or reveal the
contents of mysterious chests.
Beams of light and various baddies deplete your
health bar, and when this runs out you die. You only
have one life - when you die, you return to the tle
screen - but you can restart on the same level, so you
don’t have to keep replaying the ﬁrst levels.
However, there is no save system so don’t power oﬀ
your Atari or you’ll have to start again at the
beginning (or you could use an emulator and save
your state!).

The game’s introduc on sequence is ﬁnely illustrated
and tells the story (in Polish) of how a young girl
called Laura ﬁnds her Grandfather’s diary a few days
a er he died. He was an explorer with a passion for
old civiliza ons and it seems he was close to a great
discovery. Laura sets out to ﬁnish his work (at least I
think she does - since I was struggling to keep up
with the text moving past as I tried to translate it).

Each level scrolls smoothly at 50hz and the game
looked beau ful on my old CRT TV. The me and skill
that has gone into this game is evident. The music is
pleasant and the game has stereo sound if you have
a dual pokey machine. The game gives you a lot of
freedom, so it’s easy to become stuck on a level - you
might accidentally blow up a vital key with a bomb or
ﬁnd yourself wedged between two immovable
objects. In this case you can press ESC to restart the
level. The game also generates QR codes so you can
put your high scores in the High Score Café system however I didn’t have me to try this feature. The

Although the game looks rather like a Gauntlet clone,
the gameplay is more reminiscent of Boulderdash
with each level requiring some thought to ﬁnd a
solu on. In each level you must ﬁnd the required
number of masks to reveal the exit stairs, and
progress to the next level. In order to ﬁnd the masks,
you have to complete other tasks such as collec ng
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Controls
TITLE SCREEN:
START to begin again at the ﬁrst level.
Press ﬁre bu on to start (or con nue from the last
level a er a game)
OPTION (at the end of a game) – generate QR code
for High Score Café.
IN GAME:
Joys ck to run
Waggle joys ck le /right rapidly to escape a swamp
Fire bu on + Joys ck direc on – throw a stone (if
you have no bombs), or place a bomb.
Fire bu on – operate a machine
ESC – abort level if stuck

game is great fun and comple ng a level will make
you think. You’ll probably need many a empts to
solve some of the later levels. If you don’t speak
Polish (like me), you’ll s ll enjoy the game - though I
will certainly be downloading the English transla on
when it is available, since I kept feeling I was missing
out by not being able to read the messages that
ﬂashed up at the bo om of the screen.

TIPS
Ÿ Stones can be thrown to kill creatures, smash
vessels and disable traps (it might take a few
a empts). They will also explode bombs.
Ÿ Once picked up, bombs can be used to smash
blocks (though not walls) and will explode
automa cally a er a few seconds once placed.
Ÿ You can push blocks over traps to destroy the
trap.

I’ve translated a few bits of the instruc on leaﬂet
here which should help English speakers get started
playing the game. If you love the game, you might be
interested to know that a level editor is also available
for Windows PCs. This will allow you to edit and
create your own new levels. This game is highly
recommended. I got to level 8 while reviewing the
game today, but I’ll certainly be coming back for
more!

Informa on Panel - from le to right : Energy
meter / Masks le to collect / Number of bombs
held / Number of keys held / Current level / Score

LAURA LEVEL EDITOR FOR WINDOWS
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perched on higher pla orms. There are also secret
areas hidden in the castle that are not visually obvious
to the player and can only be discovered by some
thorough explora on.

Fairlight is an isometric projec on arcade adventure
game developed by Bo Jangeborg and released by
EDGE Games for the ZX Spectrum in 1985, followed
by Amstrad and Commodore 64 versions in 1986. Jack
Wilkes contributed some graphics, including enemy
sprites and the tle screen. The game was well
received cri cally and commercially, selling over
50,000 copies. The magazines of the me were very
enthusias c about the game, with one claiming that
“Ul mate Play The Game” had ﬁnally met its match. In
the Crash magazine 1985 Readers’ Awards, Fairlight
came ﬁrst in three categories: Best Arcade Adventure,
Best Graphics and Best Music!

During Isvar's journey through the castle he is
accosted by guards and monsters - trolls, monks,
tornadoes, man-ea ng plants and bubbles, all of
which will weaken his life force on contact. Food and
magical po ons can be obtained which will restore
Isvar’s health and certain objects can aﬀect the
enemies by killing them, distrac ng them or freezing
them, depending on the object and the type of enemy
they are used against. Isvar begins with a life force of
99 units, shown on a counter on the scroll. This
counter is decreased by encounters with the trolls,
guards and other nas es that patrol the castle and
may be topped up by ea ng food or drinking wine.
Isvar can ﬁght and kill some of the nas es, using his
sword, but some opponents are not impressed by his
eﬀorts and are best avoided.

The game stars a character called Isvar and his mission
is to ﬁnd the Book of Light for the court sorcerer, in
order for them to escape the Castle Avars. You control
Isvar, exploring the castle which is not only threedimensional in appearance, but realis c in terms of
the way objects behave. Each object has its own
physical proper es and characteris cs in terms of
what else can be carried with it. Certain objects have
special uses (e.g. keys open certain doors), and there
is a puzzle element to the game to discover how some
of these objects relate to the world in order to help
the player solve the game. Objects can also be stacked
on top of each other to enable Isvar to climb up to
rooms above him or to reach important objects

When you defeat a guard in combat, he disappears
leaving his helmet behind. These can be picked up and
carried by Isvar, and placed somewhere else out of
harms way or into the path of a tornado, which will
destroy anything in its wake. If Isvar leaves the helmet
in a room, a new guard will magically be spawned
from the helmet!
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drawn and then the other objects drawn in on top of
the background. If a loca on has several moving
ﬁgures, Isvar no cably slows down but in an empty
room he walks at a brisk pace. The Atari version was
once again coded by Mariusz Wojcieszek, ported from
Trevor Inns’ 1986 Commodore 64 conversion. Jose
Pereira has converted the original tle screen to the
Atari using hardware sprites to provide extra colours
and the excellent music and sound eﬀects come
courtesy of Wieczor. Fairlight presents a worthy
challenge for adventurers and is highly recommended.

Isvar has ﬁve pockets in which he can store the objects
he collects, but each object has a mass and obeys the
laws of physics. Push a chair and it will move a certain
distance; push a table and it moves less far. You can
pick up and carry several pieces of food, for instance,
as each is quite light but if you try to carry a barrel you
will ﬁnd that it is so heavy that Isvar has to drop
everything else ﬁrst. In this instance, an appropriate
message will be displayed such as ‘too heavy’! Objects
may be called from a speciﬁed pocket, when they will
be displayed on the li le scroll next to your life force
counter, and can then be used.
The castle loca ons are colour coded which does help
you to ﬁnd your way around. All the open air rooms,
for instance, are blue. As you leave one loca on, the
screen will go blank for a couple of seconds (which is
slightly annoying, but it also happens in the Spectrum
version - the Commodore 64 version doesn’t seem to
have this delay between screens, although the game
does run slower) but then the new room ﬂashes onto
the screen, already drawn. This is the opposite of
Spellbinder, in which you see the room background
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Pang is an arcade conversion for the Atari 8-bit with at
least 256K of total memory (192K of extended ram). It
requires a PAL machine also, unless an NTSC version
has since been released of which I am personally
unaware. So 256K Rambo XL's or 320K XE's are a
minimum requirement. The game, however, can be
played on an NTSC machine if you disable the music.
Originally released by the Mitchell Corpora on in
1989, the North American version was released by
Capcom under the tle Buster Bros. All the popular 8
and 16-bit systems of the day got releases, except of
course the Atari 8-bit, which had been dropped by all
major labels by that me. Enter Tomass Biela
(programming) Kamil Walassek, Adam (Ooz)
Powrosnik and Maciej Hauke (graphics) and Michal
(stRing) Radecki (music), who have all done a
wonderful job of a conversion from the arcade original
to our 8-bit Atari - as opposed to a port from another
8-bit computer. The demo version was released many
years ago, but apparently the ﬁnal game wasn’t let out
un l the designers had 100 quality levels to
implement into the game.

but whatever. In the original arcade game, you start
out in Japan, with Mount Fuji in front of you. In the
Atari version, you start out somewhere in the South
Paciﬁc, maybe it's supposed to be Tasmania, but the
abstract map makes it hard to tell. The arcade game
had 50 stages in 17 loca ons - the included text ﬁle
doesn't say how many levels, but someone on Atari
Age said they made it to level 99 and as near as they
could tell, 12 diﬀerent loca ons.
Graphically the game is absolutely superb - with some
smart use of Display List Interrupts to add a bit more
than four colours to the backgrounds, but just a touch
- no rainbow bars here. The tle screen is a colourfully
shaded 'PANG' logo with superb use of hardware
sprites to add extra shades. There are lots of mul coloured balls (also hardware sprites) bouncing at the
bo om of the screen as the credits fade in and out
behind them. The background graphics are extremely
well drawn and are not only very colourful but highly
detailed. The balloon sprites are three colours
(including the black cartoon-like outline) and generally
the same colours as the base background colours.

In Pang, your mission is to travel around the world
destroying balloons that are terrorizing many of
earth's landmarks and ci es. They behave more like
balls than balloons to me, in every version ever made,

The hardware sprites seem to be saved for our hero
and the pla orms that are placed in mid-air on
diﬀerent levels which deﬂect the balloons and create
obstacles to prevent you shoo ng them too easily. Our
hero is well animated, as are his weapons, and when
the balloons are shot, they pop into smaller balloons
in two or three stages with accompanying glimmering
animated stars. The balls themselves only bounce, and
do not show any anima on of compression when they
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bounce, as in Airball, but neither did any other version
or the arcade, as near as I can tell. All in all, the
graphics and anima on are brilliant.
The audio uses stereo sound, though it sounds just
ﬁne in mono too. The music is absolutely top-notch,
but since I have never played any other version of this
game, I can't say if it's from the arcade machine or if it
is all new music. Sound eﬀects are everywhere in the
game (except for your movement back and forth) with
li le jingles all over the place. It’s all very well done
indeed and sounds wonderful on a dual-Pokey
equipped Atari.
Game play is, of course, simple: burst all the balloons
to clear each screen before moving onto the next
level. Your man moves back and forth along the
bo om of the screen, dodging and shoo ng, just like
any tradi onal one-screen shooter. You start with a
grappling hook or harpoon weapon (I can't tell which
it is), but can acquire a twin-harpoon, grappling hook,
and a Vulcan missile. Bonuses that can be picked up
include a force ﬁeld, an hourglass, a clock (which
freezes the balloons temporarily, which allows you to
pick them oﬀ) and s cks of dynamite. The controls are
very responsive and although I was only able to make
it to stage three, I had a lot of fun trying to get further.
This is another fantas c addi on to our Atari 8-bit
library, even if it is restricted to those with at least a
256K RAM. The extra memory is something I can't live
without now, so I'm good with it! This is another
release that shows the true love for Atari that was so
o en lacking by tradi onal commercial releases back
in the day. Great graphics, great audio and great
gameplay - a truly wonderful game!

DIY Cartridges by Robin Edwards
I’ve always been intrigued by cartridges, ever since I got
an Atari 800XL as a childhood Christmas present. As a
boy, I could create programs and save them to a tape or
disk, but I had no idea how to create a cartridge.
Cartridges were somewhat magical devices, not just in
the way they started up instantly, but also because there
were circuit boards and chips inside, a world that I didn’t
yet understand.

13-bits of the 6502’s address bus, spanning 8k. An 8k
cartridge signals its presence to the Atari by pulling RD5
high (usually just by tying it to the +5V pin). When the
Atari accesses memory in the $A000-$BFFF range,
instead of accessing internal memory, it instead pulls the
S5 pin low and waits for the cartridge to output the data
via the D0-D7 lines. The cartridge has about 240ns to do
this (half a CPU cycle).

So, as promised last issue, this me I’m going to look at
how you can build your own cartridges. Nowadays,
custom printed circuit boards can be ordered cheaply
online, making it much easier to build a cartridge today
than it would have been for a hobbyist in the 1980’s.

This scheme maps easily onto an 8k EPROM, with the
address and data pins simply connected up, and S4
connected to either the chip enable (CE) or output
enable (OE) pin of the EPROM. Note that bars above (or
slashes in front of) the symbols indicate that the signal is
ac ve low. 16k cartridges also pull RD4 high, causing the
Atari to addi onally map requests for $8000-$9FFF to
the cartridge, pulling S4 low when this area is accessed.
The other pins (i.e. R/W, Phi2, CCTL) can be used by
more complex cartridges – these are not connected on
the PCB we are using.

I’ll focus on the AtariAge/Pixels Past design (1), which
allows you to make 8k and 16k cartridges that work
exactly like the standard Atari ones. You can either
develop your own cartridge-based so ware, or just
download ROM ﬁles from the Internet to use cartridge
games and programming languages like Star Raiders (8k)
or Atari LOGO (16k).

Ordering the PCBs
If you’ve never ordered printed circuit boards (PCBs)
before – don’t panic! It’s surprisingly easy (and not
expensive). It’s generally just a case of uploading the
design ﬁles (Gerber ﬁles in this case) to a website, then
wai ng a couple of weeks for the boards to arrive in the
post. I got a pack of 3 PCBs made by OSH park (2) in the
USA – the cost was about £20 including postage to the
UK. The standard OSH Park PCBs are 1.6mm thick – this
seems to be the correct thickness to ﬁt well in the
cartridge port, so if you choose a diﬀerent supplier do
check the board thickness before you press the order
bu on.

This project is a bit more challenging than my previous
DIY Hardware columns – you’ll need to order some
printed circuit boards (PCBs), a soldering iron is required
to solder the components to the PCB and you’ll also
need a way to write data to the ROM on the cartridge –
either with a dedicated programming device, or you can
do this with an Arduino (as I did).
How Cartridges Work
A layout and descrip on of the Atari cartridge port is
shown below. The address lines (A0-A12) carry the lower

27128 16k EPROM

AT28C256 32k EEPROM

Pinout of an old 27128 EEPROM. The
highest address line (pin 26) is not
connected (NC) on the 8k 2764 version.

Pinout of the AT28C256. The two highest
address lines (pins 1 & 26) are not
connected (NC) on the 8k AT28C64B.
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I didn’t have much luck ini ally ge ng the Gerber ﬁles
accepted by the OSH park website. It complained about
a missing board outline and a er I’d ﬁxed that there
was a further problem with the drill holes on the PCB.
So you can avoid these problems, I’ve posted my
corrected copy of the Gerber ﬁles to the AtariAge
forum (3).

Assembly
When your PCBs and parts have arrived you can solder
the components to the board as described in the Pixels
Past instruc ons PDF. However - remember to solder
your socket to the board, rather than the EEPROM
itself!

Atari cartridge port pins on the back of the 65/130XE viewed from the outside
(or on a 600/800XL viewed from the back of the computer looking down the slot).

Programming the EEPROM
The trickiest part of this project for me was wri ng data
to the EEPROM. If you have access to a dedicated
programmer you will ﬁnd it much easier than I did. For
example, the TL866CS is a well-reviewed USB device
(which sells for about £30 on ebay) that can program a
very large range of chips and claims to support both the
EPROMs and EEPROMs discussed here.

EPROMs
The actual data on a cartridge is stored in a ROM chip.
The original Atari cartridges used UV-Erasable
EPROMs: the 2764 (with 8k capacity) and the 27128
(with 16k capacity). These chips are no longer
produced, but can be easily found on ebay.
However, I preferred instead to use the electrically
erasable AT28C64B (8k) and AT28C256 (32k). These are
modern EEPROMs that are s ll being produced and are
pin compa ble with the original EPROMs. They have an
access me of 150ns (response to memory reads)– well
within the 240ns that the Atari requires.

However, I decided to s ck to the DIY route and spent
several hours trying to convince my Arduino to program
the EEPROMs. I used the MEEPROMMER project (4) as
a base, and addi onally hooked up a SD card reader to
feed the ROM data to the Arduino, instead of
streaming it down a serial connec on from the PC.
Ini ally I got a lot of errors programming the chips, but
adding decoupling capacitors across chips on the
breadboard and across the breadboard power rails
eventually resulted in stable and reliable programming.

Note that the AT28C256 has twice the capacity we
need for a 16k cartridge, with its extra address line
(A14) replacing the programming voltage pin (VPP) of
the 27128 (see ﬁgure). This line is ed high on the
Pixels Past PCB so the upper 16k will always be selected
- as long as we remember to program our 16k ROMs
into the upper 16k of this EEPROM everything will be
ﬁne!

Whichever method you use to program the chips,
remember if you are making a 16k cartridge using the
32K EEPROM, then you’ll have to make sure the 16k
ROM image is programmed into the upper bank of the
32K EEPROM. You can easily do this by “doubling up”
the data e.g.

PARTS LIST
EEPROM: AT28C64B-15PU for the 8k cartridge, or
AT28C256-15PU for the 16k cartridge. Make sure you
get the dual inline package (DIP or PDIP) version of
these chips, rather than the surface mount versions.

cat ﬁle.rom ﬁle.rom > 32k_ﬁle.rom (Linux/Mac terminal)
copy /b ﬁle.rom+ﬁle.rom 32k_ﬁle.rom (Windows CMD
prompt)

Using the cartridge
With the EEPROM hopefully programmed, you can
then insert it in the socket in the PCB and test your new
cartridge. Remember your Atari should be switched oﬀ
when you insert or remove a cartridge. The PCB should
ﬁt inside any standard Atari cartridge case (brown or
grey) - I wouldn’t use the cart uncased in an XL
machine, since the ﬂaps on the cartridge slot may cause
a short circuit.

Socket: 28 pin DIL Socket (0.6” Wide) for the EEPROM
(you don’t want to solder the EEPROM directly to the
board or you won’t be able to remove it and reprogram it).
Decoupling capacitor: 100nF Ceramic capacitor
(marked 104).
SN74LS00N: Logic IC in DIP package. This part is not
required for 8k cartridges.
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*** Make sure you insert the cartridge into the Atari
the correct way round – the populated side of the
board (and pins labeled 1-15) should be facing away
from you when inserted ***

Links

Descrip on of cartridge port signals

(1) www.grandideastudio.com/pixels-past/
(2) www.oshpark.com
(3) atariage.com/forums/topic/256834-pixels-pastcartridge-gerber-ﬁles/
(4) www.ichbinzustaendig.de/dev/meeprommer-en
(5) www.wudsn.com/index.php/ide

If you’ve built the 16k cartridge using a 32k EEPROM,
you might try taking the design a bit further – by
breaking the trace to A14 on the board (e.g. with a knife)
you could install a switch that either pulls A14 high or
low, allowing you to choose which of the two 16k ROMs
the Atari can see – your very own simple mul cart! (note
that I didn’t test this, but it should work ﬁne).

The 8K version of the cartridge, with an
AT28C64B EEPROM. Note that U2 is not
populated, with a jumper wire connec ng the
two pins marked with x.

Wri ng code for a cartridge
If you are interested in running your own code from
cartridge, you should ﬁnd the “hello world" assembly
example below interes ng. It was coded with the
WUDSN IDE (5) and MADS assembler and uses a
WUDSN example library for text output simply to keep
the example short. I’m no expert at 6502 assembly
language, but this example was enough to get me
started when I was trying to write a cartridge for the ﬁrst
me.
The code is pre y well commented, but you should note
the 6 byte control block at the end of the cartridge
space, from $BFFA - $BFFF (at the end of the lis ng).
This block contains two vectors that should point into
your own code. There is also a byte of ﬂags (at $BFFD)
controlling how the Atari starts the cartridge.

The 16K version of the cartridge, with an
AT28C256 EEPROM and U2 populated. These
boards ﬁt easily in standard Atari cartridge
shells.

With normal cartridges, the Atari does most of its
ini aliza on, then JSRs to the address at $BFFE. At this
point the normal graphics 0 screen has not been set up–
you can take control here if you want to avoid a ﬂash of
the standard screen, and are happy to ini alize the
display list yourself. Otherwise, you can RTS, the Atari
will ﬁnish ini alizing (including se ng up the default
screen editor), and will ﬁnally jump to the address at
$BFFA, so long as bit 2 ($04) has been set in $BFFD.
If the diagnos c cart bit is set ($80), then the Atari
passes control to the address at $BFFE before the
system ini alizes. Star Raiders and some other games do
this, which is why these cartridges seem to start instantly
when the machine powers on.
I hope this ar cle has inspired you to get building and
coding!
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A big mess of wires. Using an Arduino and SD
Card to program EEPROMs on a breadboard.

Atari assembler lis ng for a hello world program arranged to build to an 8k cartridge ROM.
/* Atari 8K Cartridge ROM example for MADS/WUDSN
* Modiﬁed from an example posted on AtariAge by JAC!
*/
@com.wudsn.ide.asm.outpu ileextension=.rom
;CARTCS = $bﬀa
;CART= $bﬀc
;CARTFG = $bﬀd
;CARTAD = $bﬀe

;Start address vector, used if CARTFG has CARTFG_START_CART bit set
;Flag, must be zero for cartridges
;Flags or-ed together, indica ng how to start the cartridge
;Ini aliza on address vector

CARTFG_DIAGNOSTIC_CART = $80
CARTFG_START_CART = $04
CARTFG_BOOT = $01
opt horg $a000
opt f+

;Flag value: Directly jump via CARTAD during RESET
;Flag value: Jump via CARTAD and then via CARTCS
;Flag value: Boot peripherals, then start the cartridge
;Disable Atari COM/XEX ﬁle headers
;RD5 cartridge base
;Ac vate ﬁll mode

;Cartridge initaliza on
;Only the minimum of the OS ini aliza on is complete, you don't want to code here normally.
init

.proc
rts
.endp ; proc init

;Cartridge start
;RAM, graphics 0 and IOCB no for the editor (E:) are ready
start

.proc
jsr prin
.by $9b 'Hello, world!' $9b 0

loop

jmp loop
.endp;

proc start

.link 'examples\libraries\stdio\lib\prin .obx'
; ************************ CARTRIDGE CONTROL BLOCK *****************
org $bﬀa
;Cartridge control block
.word start
;CARTCS
.byte 0
;CART
.byte CARTFG_START_CART
;CARTFG
.word init
;CARTAD
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Building a UNOcart by Robin Edwards
You can read more about the capabili es of the UnoCart
by downloading the User Guide which is available as a
PDF on the project website (2).

WHAT YOU NEED
ST32F407 Discovery board. There are two versions of
this board – an older one (order code
STM32F4DISCOVERY) and a newer version (order
STM32F407G-DISC1). Either is suitable and costs about
£16.
Cartridge slot breakout board. I’ve designed a PCB that
slides into the cartridge slot, allowing the signals to be
easily accessed with jumper wires. The PCB can be
ordered from a PCB manufacturer using the breakout
PCB ﬁle on the project website (2). For readers in the
USA, the bits of the past website (3) oﬀers a similar
board for sale at $15.

A er wri ng about DIY standard 8k and 16k EEPROM
based cartridges in my previous column, I wanted to do a
follow up ar cle with building instruc ons for a more
ﬂexible and modern mul -cart design.
A mul -cart allows you to put lots of diﬀerent games
(and other so ware) on one cartridge and choose what
to use from a built-in menu. Many diﬀerent mul -carts
have been made for our Atari 8-bits and most of them
require lengthy programming of a (large) EEPROM every
me you want to change the contents of the cartridge.
Programming is usually done on the Atari with a SIO
device as the source. This means these cartridges are not
so useful as stand-alone devices and also makes them
less than ideal for quickly trying out new so ware.
With those issues in mind, a couple of years ago I
designed the Ul mate Cart (1) an open-source mul -cart
that uses an SD card for storage and is capable of
emula ng almost all types of cartridge ever released for
the Atari 8-bit, including many other mul -carts. But the
Ul mate cart requires some costly parts and advanced
soldering techniques so it’s not something that most
people could easily build by themselves.

I’ve got a number of these boards spare for readers of
the magazine, so the cheapest op on is to contact me
(robin.edwards@gmail.com) to see if I’ve got any le .
Cost would be £3 + P&P.
2.54mm male header pins (x30). If you don’t have these
already, they are cheaply (£1) available from eBay and all
electronics suppliers, and need to be soldered to the
cartridge breakout PCB (see below).
Female to female jumper wires (x36). You’ll need 30 to
hook up the cartridge port to the discovery board, and
another 6 to hook up the SD card. Mine are 10cm long; a
bit longer would have been easier (£2 on eBay).
SD (or micro SD) card breakout board. These are
available cheaply on ebay and most online electronics
hobbyist websites (£3-5). Since the discovery board is
3.3v (the same as SD cards) there is no need for a more
expensive board with 5v conversion (though you can use
those too). Something like (4) is ideal. I used a 5v
regulated one (5) which I had in my components box.

So for this ar cle, I’m going to describe how to build my
newest project – the UnoCart, a mul -cart I designed for
readers of Excel magazine. It aims to be cheap (under
£30) and easy to put together, yet provide a modern way
to access a wide range of so ware (old and new) on an
unmodiﬁed Atari XL or XE.
In many ways, the UnoCart is the li le brother of the
Ul mate Cart – it emulates a wide range of cartridges
(up to 128k in size), can launch XEX ﬁles (executables)
and ATR ﬁles (disk images), all from a micro SD card.
It does all this using a single chip (hence the name of the
project!) – a fast STM32407 ARM microcontroller
running at 168MHz. This is fast enough to keep up with
the 6502 bus and supply data to the Atari whenever it
accesses the cartridge port. These microcontrollers are
available ready to use on cheap development boards, so
the only soldering involved in this project is making a
simple breakout board so we can connect it up to the
Atari’s cartridge port.

Make sure the pins on the board you buy are labeled
with the SPI connec ons –DI, DO, SCK (or CLK) & CS.

Programming the Firmware
First you need to download the UnoCart ﬁrmware (a ﬁle
with a .hex extension) from the project website (2) and
save it.
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To program this ﬁle to the board, download the ST-Link
so ware (6) and install it. This should also install the STLink driver to your computer. With that done you can
connect the Discovery board to your computer using a
USB cable. Start the ST-Link so ware and select

Target/Connect. Then select
Target/Program & Verify and select
the .hex ﬁle you downloaded. When
that completes, the UnoCart
ﬁrmware will be ﬂashed to your
discovery board. Select
Target/Disconnect and then unplug
the USB cable – now you’re ready to
start wiring things up.
Building
First solder the male header pins to
the breakout board PCB, by
breaking the header strip up into 6
pieces with 5 pins. Insert these into
the holes in the breakout board and
solder them into place. No ce that the board is labelled S-A on one side and 1-15 on the other. The S-A side of the
board will be facing upwards (XE) or towards you (XL) when inserted in an Atari.
For use on XE machines - you’ll need to solder the pins so you will be able to a ach the jumper wires to the top of the
board (as seen in the picture).
On an XL machine, you may prefer to solder the pins the other way round, so the wires will be leading out towards
the back of your machine rather than over the keyboard.
With that done, its me to wire up the 30 connec ons on the breakout board to the appropriate pins on the discovery
board. The table above shows the connec ons you should make. Please check them carefully, since incorrect wiring
may damage the discovery board, the Atari or both!

(1) You must disconnect the USB cable from the discovery board when plugging in the device
to your Atari. The discovery board must be powered by the Atari via the cartridge slot only,
or you will probably destroy the MMU chip on your Atari.
(2) On an XL you should remove the cartridge slot ﬂaps or otherwise prevent them touching
the breakout board to prevent a short circuit.
Now we can plug the device into the Atari and check our
wiring so far - making sure that the USB cable is not plugged in
(see no ce above). If all has gone well, you should see the
“error can’t read SD card” screen (as shown on the right) when
you power up the Atari with the board plugged in. If not, turn
the power oﬀ quickly and ﬁnd the mistake in your wiring.
Now we can hook up the SD card connec ons.

First power up. We haven’t wired up the
SD card yet so the error is to be expected!

Connect as follows:
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Assembly is now complete – you should be able to
plug the board into your Atari, power up and see a list
of all the loadable ﬁles and directories on the SD card.
Use the cursor keys and return to select a XEX, ROM,
CAR or ATR ﬁle and enjoy!
If everything is working, its now worth downloading
the full instruc on manual for the UnoCart from the
project website.
Troubleshoo ng p - Some SD cards fail to ini alize
without a pull-up resistor on DO. Either try a
diﬀerent SD card or add this pull up by connec ng
any resistor in the range of 10k to 100k (I used 47k)
between DO and 3V. You can see I have soldered this
directly onto the SD card breakout board in the
picture.

Cartridge slot breakout PCB and header strip
(le ) and assembled version for use
on an Atari XE (right).
The cheapest way to get one is to contact
the author and see if he has any spares!

Links
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)

github.com/robinhedwards/Ul mateCart/
github.com/robinhedwards/UnoCart/
www.bitso hepast.com
www.hobbytronics.co.uk/microsd-breakout
www.hobbytronics.co.uk/microsd-cardregulated-v2
(6) www.st.com/en/embedded-so ware/stswlink004.html

The STM32F407 DISCOVERY board
(older version). A lot of power for £16!

The UnoCart menu when everything is working.

The ﬁnished UnoCart plugged into
the back of a 65XE.
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RUFF and REDDY
Ruﬀ and Reddy's Space Adventure is the ﬁrst in a series of
games from Hi Tec so ware which are based on famous
Hanna-Barbera cartoon characters. Well, famous except for
this one maybe, as I’d never heard of Ruﬀ and Reddy in my life.
The game is set on an alien planet, and you control the
character Reddy (a nicely animated cat), who must search
diﬀerent areas of the planet to ﬁnd the li le aliens called LilliPunies which will somehow help set free your canine buddy
Ruﬀ. Par cularly good is the way Reddy can change direc on
in mid-air whilst jumping and mastering this skill is essen al to
get far into the game.

is somewhat larger than the ﬁrst level with nine Lilli-punies to
be found. The graphics here are even be er than the ﬁrst
level, but level three is a bit dull with shades of blue (again)
and white, although this is another small level with only four
of the cri ers to ﬁnd. Level four is be er - many of the rooms
are half underwater and Reddy has to swim around in an air
bubble, which I found quite amusing for some reason. Don’t
try this at home, kids - your cat won’t appreciate it. In fact, if
your cat found any Lilli-Punies bouncing around the place, it
would probably just play with them (i.e. kill them slowly)
before ea ng them, so Reddy is deﬁnitely not a normal cat.

Although Reddy is nicely drawn in gold, brown and white, the
background graphics on level one's screens are presented in
shades of blue, which are a lot less colourful than the C64
screens on the casse e inlay card. The Atari doesn't have a
colour memory map like the C64 but a li le more colour would
have been nice. In general though, the graphics and anima on
are very well done. There are six Lilly-Punies to collect in this
ﬁrst level, which is quite a small area but it’s not easy. The
movement of the various robo c characters is smooth and
unlike many other budget priced games, this one has a very
good quality piece of music by Orall Cornelius accompanying
the ac on. The gameplay matches the high quality of the
graphics and sound - it deﬁnitely is 'just one more go' material.
I found myself addicted in no me. As usual for pla orm
games, there are various items sca ered around to collect for
bonus points, some of which are essen al to operate devices
which must be used to get onto certain screens.

With excellent graphics, sound and playability, Ruﬀ and
Reddy's Space Adventure is a polished and accomplished
pla orm adventure game only slightly disappoin ng in the
colours department. I would recommend it as being well
worth a play. Originally released on casse e for £1.99, this was
a great value for money game.

Although based on a children's cartoon, Ruﬀ and Reddy is
maybe not really suitable for very young gamers, as the
diﬃculty level is probably too high. Or maybe I’m just rubbish
at playing the game. Many of Reddy's jumps have to be med
to purr-fec on (I can’t believe I said that), which can be a li le
frustra ng as the enemies move fast and can be very hard to
avoid. Some mes you enter a screen and walk straight into a
robot before you even realise it’s there. A map would be nice.
You start the game with three lives (isn’t a cat supposed to
have nine?) which don't tend to last very long but Hi-Tec
decided that the game (however frustra ng to play as it is so
easy to lose your lives) should be made even more diﬃcult by
imposing a me limit for each level. You do receive bonus
points for every second you have remaining on the mer when
you complete a level, which usually means you get very few
bonus points. Level two is well drawn in shades of purple and
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RUFF and REDDY GAME GUIDE
onto an eighth pla orm, drop back down to the ﬁ h step
(when the unicycling robot is moving back to the le ), jump
onto a ninth pla orm to collect a fuel can, fall down to the
ground when a third worm-like robot moves to the right,
wait for the stalac te to fall and rescue the third Lilli-Puny.
Retrace your steps back to the second mine cart, drop down
to a tenth pla orm and the ground in turn (when a second
unicycling robot is moving le ) and rescue the fourth LilliPuny. Jump onto two more pla orms and a thirteenth
regular pla orm in turn, jump over a fourth worm-like robot
when it is moving right, up to a fourteenth pla orm (when a
third unicycling robot is moving to the right), and onto a
ﬁ eenth pla orm to rescue the ﬁ h Lilli-Puny. Then retrace
your steps back to where you ﬁrst jumped onto the pla orm,
jump onto a sixteenth pla orm while a third spherical robot
moves up, onto a seventeenth pla orm, and over a third
mine cart, onto an eighteenth pla orm while a third
hovering robot moves down, and jump up to rescue the sixth
Lilli-Puny.

Area 1: Lilli-Punies - 6
The game's ﬁrst area is at the top-le corner of the map;
once Ruﬀ has appeared on screen, jump onto the ﬁrst
pla orm and collect the apple, then jump onto three more
pla orms in turn (and over the unicycling robot), onto the
ﬁ h pla orm and an asteroid that is moving back and forth,
and up to rescue the ﬁrst Lilli-Puny. You then have to jump to
the le onto a sixth pla orm (and over another unicycling
robot), drop down under a hovering robot onto a mushroom
on a seventh pla orm, and jump up to the higher ledge of
the pla orm to rescue the second Lilli-Puny.
Drop back down to your star ng posi on, retrace your steps
back up to the fourth pla orm, jump over a spherical
hovering robot to land on another mushroom (and another
spherical hovering robot to land on an eighth pla orm),
collect the olive, jump onto a third mushroom on a ninth
pla orm, and rescue the third Lilli-Puny. Drop down to the
ground, jump to the le onto a tenth pla orm (while a third
unicycling robot is moving to the le ), and rescue the fourth
Lilli-Puny; then jump back to the right, drop down into a hole
(while two more spherical hovering robots are moving to the
right), and rescue the ﬁ h Lilli-Puny.

Go back to the third mine cart, jump up to a nineteenth
pla orm, and over a ﬁ h wormlike robot when it is moving
right, onto a twen eth pla orm (when a fourth unicycling
robot is moving to the right), collect the bicycle pump,
retrace your steps back to the second mine cart, jump onto
the big balloon to the le of it to get carried back up to the
top of its sha . Jump onto the highest step of a twenty-ﬁrst
three-step pla orm to collect a third diamond, drop down
onto both of the lower steps of the pla orm and a twentysecond pla orm (when a ﬁ h unicycling robot is moving le )
in turn, jump up to two more pla orms in turn and rescue
the seventh Lilli-Puny.

Now jump up a (six-step) staircase to the right of the hole
(while the third and fourth spherical hovering robots are
moving back to the le ), over a fourth unicycling robot and
up another three-step staircase, drop down into a second
hole, collect a second apple, jump over two more unicycling
robots, walk under a ﬁ h spherical hovering robot as it
moves up, jump over a sixth spherical hovering robot as it
moves down (and onto another asteroid, that moves back
and forth), and then jump onto a twel h pla orm to rescue
the sixth Lilli-Puny. Then drop down to the ground, jump
over an eighth unicycling robot and walk oﬀ the right side of
the screen. The text "LEVEL COMPLETE. BONUS FOR TIME
REMAINING. 50,000 POINTS BONUS." will now appear as
you receive 10 points for every second you have remaining.
Ruﬀ will now proceed to the second area.

Retrace your steps back up to the lowest step of the twentyﬁrst pla orm, jump over a fourth hovering robot (when it
moves down) onto the ﬁrst step of a fourth four-step
staircase's right side, jump onto its second and third steps in
turn, drop down to the fourth step on its le side to collect a
fourth diamond, jump onto twenty-ﬁ h pla orm, walk up to
a boot to make it carry Ruﬀ over a gap that he can't clear by
jumping onto a twenty-sixth pla orm. Jump onto a twentyseventh pla orm (and over a ﬁ h hovering robot when it is
moving down onto a twenty-eighth pla orm), drop down
onto a twenty-ninth pla orm, jump onto a thir eth pla orm,
wait for another stalac te to fall, jump over a sixth unicycling
robot when it's moving right, jump up onto each of the two
steps of a ﬁ h staircase in turn, and rescue the eighth LilliPuny.

Area 2: Lilli-Punies - 9
The game's second area is on the right side of the map. Once
Ruﬀ has reappeared on the screen, you will have to drop
down to the higher step of the pla orm below him, the mine
cart, the lower step of the pla orm and the ground in turn;
you now have to jump over two worm-like robots when they
are both moving to the le and jump up to rescue the ﬁrst
Lilli-Puny. Then jump back over the two worm-like robots
when they're both moving back to the right, up to each of
the six steps of a staircase onto a third pla orm (when a
hovering robot is moving up) to collect a diamond, onto
three more pla orms (when the hovering robot is moving
down) in turn and up onto each of the three steps of a
second staircase (when a spherical robot's moving down) in
turn to rescue the second Lilli-Puny.
Drop down to a seventh pla orm to collect a diamond (while
another hovering robot is moving down), drop back down to
the pla orm that you started on, the one below it, and
another mine cart in turn, jump up to the ﬁrst and second
steps a third ﬁve-step staircase's le side in turn and over
another spherical robot when it moves down. Drop down to
the fourth and ﬁ h steps of the right side of the staircase in
turn (when one unicycling robot is moving to the right), jump
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Now retrace your steps back to the thir eth pla orm (when
the sixth unicycling robot's moving back to the le ), jump
onto both of those ﬁrst two steps of the right side of a sixth
four-step staircase in turn, drop down to the third and fourth
steps of the staircase's le side in turn when a fourth
spherical robot is moving up and rescue the ninth Lilli-Puny.
Retrace your steps back to the twenty-ninth pla orm, drop
down to a thirty-ﬁrst pla orm and the ground in turn (when
two more unicycling robots are moving right), and walk oﬀ
the le side of the screen. The text "LEVEL COMPLETE.
BONUS FOR TIME REMAINING. 50,000 POINTS BONUS."
will now appear on the screen as you receive 10 extra points
for every second you have remaining. Ruﬀ will now proceed
into the third area, which is somewhat smaller than this one
and on the le side of the map.

Puny. You then have to guide Ruﬀ back rightwards,
downwards and rightwards again (when two more jellyﬁshlike robots both move down) to collect the ﬁrst treasure
chest and upwards and rightwards (when two more ﬁsh-like
robots both move to the le ) to rescue the third Lilli-Puny.

Area 3: Lilli-Punies - 4
Once Ruﬀ has reappeared on the screen, you will have to
jump to the le over a pipe (when a hovering robot is
moving up) and a worm-like robot (when it is moving to the
right), then collect the ﬁrst ba ery, jump onto another pipe,
jump up to a third four-step pipe (when two spherical robots
are both moving to the le ), drop down to the pipe's second
and third steps in turn, jump onto its fourth step and over
the ﬁrst hovering robot (this me when it’s moving down) to
land on a ﬁ h pipe and rescue the ﬁrst Lilli-Puny; you shall
then have to retrace your steps back down to the second
pipe, drop down to the ground, jump up to each of the four
steps of the ﬁrst staircase in turn and onto a television, drop
down to the ground, jump over a unicycling robot (when it
moves right), collect another ba ery, jump onto the ﬁrst step
of a sixth (four-step) pipe (when another hovering robot is
moving down), and jump onto its second step to rescue the
second Lilli-Puny.

Guide Ruﬀ back le wards, downwards and rightwards (when
a second unicycling robot moves back to the le ), upwards
and rightwards (when three more jellyﬁsh -like robots both
move down, and a third unicycling robot is moving to the
le ), and upwards and le wards (when two more ﬁsh-like
robots and a fourth unicycling robot are moving to the right)
to rescue the fourth Lilli-Puny. Now retrace your step back
rightwards and upwards (when three more ﬁsh-like robots
are moving to the right), collect a second treasure chest,
jump to the le out of the water onto another (seven-step)
pla orm, jump onto the spring on the second step of the
pla orm to be propelled onto the third step, drop down to
the fourth step, and jump over a hovering robot (when it is
moving down) onto a third pla orm to rescue the ﬁ h LilliPuny. Then drop down to the sixth and seventh steps of the
second pla orm and walk back into the water, guide Ruﬀ
rightwards (when a seventh unicycling robot moves to the
le ), and jump up to rescue the sixth Lilli-Puny.

Drop down to its third step, jump over another unicycling
robot (when it moves right), up to the fourth step, collect the
credit card, retrace your steps back to where you ﬁrst
jumped onto the pipe, jump back over the second hovering
robot (this me, when it's moving down) to land on the
highest step of another (ﬁve-step) staircase, drop down to
each of its lower steps in turn, jump over another wormlike
robot (when it is moving right), drop down to the pla orm
below, jump over two more wormlike robots (when they're
moving to the le ), pick up a third ba ery, jump over a
fourth spherical robot when it is moving to the le (but not
while the third one above it is moving to the right!), pick up a
fourth ba ery, jump over a third hovering robot (when it is
moving down), to land on the highest step of a third six-step
staircase, drop down to each of its lower steps in turn, jump
onto another television, drop down to the highest step of a
fourth four-step staircase below, and each of its lower steps
in turn, jump between two more pipes, drop down beneath
a fourth hovering robot (when it is moving up) to land on the
ground below, pick up a ﬁ h ba ery, jump over a ninth pipe
and up to each of the three steps of a ﬁ h staircase in turn
and jump onto the computer to rescue the third Lilli-Puny.

Guide Ruﬀ back to the le , jump to the le out onto the
higher step of a fourth (two-step) pla orm, drop down to the
lower step of that pla orm, walk back into the water (when
a seventh jellyﬁsh-like robot moves downwards!), collect the
drink can and retrace your steps back to the spring on the
second step of the second pla orm (but this me, move to
the right to land on a ﬁ h two-step pla orm), jump over
another hovering robot (when it is moving down) to land on
the ﬁrst step of a three-step staircase (when a spherical
robot is moving to the right), then jump up to the second
and third steps of the staircase in turn to rescue the seventh
Lilli-Puny. Go back to the second and third ﬁsh-like robots
and fourth unicycling robot, guide Ruﬀ rightwards to gain a
third treasure chest (when two more unicycling robots move
to the right!), con nue guiding Ruﬀ rightwards (when an
eighth jellyﬁsh-like robot is moving up, and, a tenth
unicycling robot and an eleventh ﬁsh-like robot are moving
to the le ), collect a fourth treasure chest and con nue
guiding Ruﬀ rightwards, upwards and le wards (when a
twel h unicycling robot is moving le ), to rescue the eighth
Lilli-Puny.

Go back up to the top of the fourth staircase, jump to the le
onto the (three-step) pla orm above, jump onto the second
step of the pla orm, drop down to the third step of the
pla orm, jump over a third unicycling robot (as it moves to
the right), and up to both of the ﬁrst two steps of a seventh
staircase in turn (when two more spherical robots are both
moving to the right), and jump up to rescue the fourth LilliPuny. You then have to retrace your steps back to the ground
under the fourth hovering robot, jump up to each of the ﬁve
steps of an eighth staircase in turn, and walk oﬀ the le
screen side; the text "LEVEL COMPLETE. BONUS FOR TIME
REMAINING. 50,000 POINTS BONUS." will now appear on
the screen as you receive 10 extra points for every second
you have remaining. Ruﬀ will now proceed to the fourth and
ﬁnal area, which is at the bo om of the map (and again,
somewhat bigger than this one, and par ally underwater).

Go back downwards, rightwards (when two more hovering
robots are moving up) to collect a ﬁ h treasure chest,
upwards and le wards (when those third and fourth
hovering robots are moving down), jump to the le out of
the water onto the higher step of a sixth two-step pla orm,
drop down to the lower step of that pla orm, walk back into
the water, and guide Ruﬀ downwards (when a twel h ﬁshlike robot is moving to the le ) and le wards to push the
rock that is blocking your path out of the way, and rescue the
ninth Lilli-Puny. Retrace your steps back to where you just
jumped out of water (but this me, you will have to jump to
the right onto an eighth pla orm to collect a diamond and
walk oﬀ the right of the screen). The text "LEVEL
COMPLETE. BONUS FOR TIME REMAINING. 50,000
POINTS BONUS." will then appear on the screen as you
receive 10 extra points for every second you have remaining.
Because this is the last area, the text of
"CONGRATULATIONS! THE LILLI-PUNIES HAVE RELEASED
REDDY, AND HAVE PROGRAMMED YOUR ROCKET TO GET
YOU HOME SAFELY. WELL DONE... SEE YA NEXT TIME!"
appears on the screen, concluding the game.

Area 4: Lilli-Punies - 9
Once Ruﬀ has reappeared on the screen, walk to the le into
the water (an air bubble will automa cally appear around
Ruﬀ as soon as he does so), jump onto the ﬁrst pla orm, and
rescue the ﬁrst Lilli-Puny; then walk back into the water
(when two ﬁsh-like robots are moving to the le ), guide Ruﬀ
downwards (when a third ﬁsh-like robot is moving to the
le ), le wards and upwards (when a jellyﬁsh-like robot is
moving down), and le wards again to rescue the second Lilli-
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GAME

MAP

Objects
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15

Sidepass 1
Sidepass 2
Sidepass 3
Sidepass 4
Thru Pass 1
Thru Pass 2
Sinclair Z88
UK Passport
Oxygen Tank
Disguise
Pound Coin
Energy Saver
Change
LRT Ticket
Cup of Tea

16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30

Jeans
1,000 Dollars
Typewriter
Spy Report
Space Permit
US Secrets
USSR Secrets
Sector 1 Key
Thru Permit
Glucose Pill
Resigna on
Research X
Research Y
Research Z
Air Ticket

Here you must have item 9 with you

Here you must have item 10 with you

Red / White Number indicates loca on of item.
Green / White Number indicates where to use the item.
Item 12 increases resistance to injury a er use.
Item 25 will increase energy to maximum a er use.
To complete the game successfully, you must acquire
and use items 27,28 and 29 in the Spot marked A
and then get items 8, 18 and 30 to point B.
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Adventures in Atari Programming by Michael Walters
This is the ﬁrst in a series of ar cles about programming in
Atari BASIC, using a game from Analog in 1983. It was ﬁrst
published on the website www.wearethemutants.com.

10 PRINT “Introduc on”
When someone chooses a computer to purchase
today, they usually consider only what the computer
can do based on available so ware. They’re thinking
about what games they can play, what kinds of
entertainment media they can enjoy, and how fast
they can access the web. But in the 8-bit home
computer boom of the late 1970s and early 1980s,
choosing a new computer was based largely on what
kind of so ware you wanted to create yourself. Kids
who grew up in that era were part of a DIY so ware
revolu on that we may never see again, a me when
nearly everyone with a PC at least dabbled in
programming. We selected our computers based on
what programming languages were available, based
on graphics and sound capabili es, and worried if we
needed to spring for 48K of RAM. I thoroughly
enjoyed being part of that me, and it paved the way
for my 25-plus-year career in so ware development.
My pride and joy computer of childhood was the Atari
800, and, a er learning how to accomplish a few
things in Atari BASIC (the programming language
provided by Atari via cartridge), I decided to write my
own games. I wrote quite a few, using techniques I
learned from the many programming magazines and
books of the me. All of my programs have been lost
to me except one, because I was lucky enough to
have the source code for my game Space Assault
published in ANALOG Compu ng magazine in
September 1983, which was quite exci ng! In 2013 I
was able to resurrect the game by using an Atari 800
emulator on my MacBook Air, which meant typing in
the en re source code line by line, just like anyone
who bought the magazine over 30 years ago had to
do.

like in the early 1980s. I’ll try to remember what I was
thinking and what decisions I made while I was
developing the game, and along the way we’ll learn
about fun things like graphics modes, player sprites,
and sound genera on. I won’t actually be covering the
fundamentals of the BASIC language or how to get an
emulator running on today’s hardware pla orms, but
I’ll provide some references to some of the materials
that helped me learn as a teenager.
20 PRINT “About Space Assault”
Before we get started, it might be helpful to know a
li le about the game. You can read the backstory I
came up with in the ANALOG ar cle, but here’s a
quick overview. The object is to protect several bases
from enemies that ﬂy horizontally across the playﬁeld.
You move a crosshair with the joys ck, and ﬁre a laser
weapon to ﬁght three kinds of ships. Enemies ﬁre
down on your bases, and when all of the bases are
destroyed, the game is over.

I recently realized, while talking shop with my younger
coworkers, that most of them had no concept of what
programming was like at that me. Even my boss
didn’t realize that people would diligently type in
source code from a magazine to try out someone
else’s so ware masterpiece. Being a web developer
now and relying on the browser to handle so much
user interac on, I can certainly understand how my
coworkers would be baﬄed by concepts like reading
joys ck posi ons in a main loop or drawing a game
playﬁeld by plo ng it one pixel and line at a me. It
made me think that a series of ar cles on “ancient
programming” would be interes ng to write and,
hopefully, interes ng for others to read.
In each segment of “Adventures in Atari BASIC,” I’ll
dissect the source code of Space Assault to
demonstrate what amateur game programming was
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Obviously I was a fan of Missile Command (1980), so I
borrowed the city protec on and crosshair aiming
aspects, but I swapped out ICBMs for enemy ships
since I wanted to create player sprites. I enjoyed the
“tedious” work of drawing the playﬁeld (stars, bases,
and laser tower), designing sounds for lasers and
explosions, and I even added a tle screen with a
snippet of music borrowed from Disney’s The Black
Hole (1979). When the game was ﬁnished, I think I
was most proud of the earthquake eﬀect when a base
is destroyed, which I’ll cover in a future ar cle.
I think most amateur game designers at the me had
similar goals in mind. First, create something you
actually want to play. Second, keep the design simple
but add a few technical challenges to improve your
programming skills. And third, take advantage of
shared techniques to make something be er than you
could on your own. Because I could play Missile
Command at any me by popping in a cartridge, I
wanted to try out my own unique varia ons on Space
Assault to see if I could do it. I had a li le experience
with player sprites, so I knew I could make them work,
but I wanted to make them faster using a rou ne I had
read about in ANALOG Compu ng #10 (just a few
issues before my game was published). Despite not
having the internet, the amount of available reference
material to teach and inspire was amazing. It did
require, however, a healthy allowance and mul ple
trips to the local computer store!

and looked funny. This is a great example of a design
decision made during development in which “good
enough” was ﬁne with me. So far the playﬁeld isn’t
very impressive, but we did manage to draw 50 stars
with only a couple of lines of code.
40 PRINT “Draw Your Weapon”
We just learned that the ﬁrst step in the execu on of
an Atari BASIC game is usually drawing the playﬁeld,
which had to be done pixel by pixel. We plo ed 50
random stars as a start, leaving Space Assault’s
playﬁeld somewhat less than exci ng. Let’s con nue
by drawing the game’s only weapon, the mighty
Fission Gun Tower!
If you recall, the COLOR statement is used to pick one
of the colors that we deﬁned earlier using the
SETCOLOR statement. You can think of this as
choosing which color “marker” to use. Also remember
that the PLOT statement uses the current color to ﬁll
in a single pixel using an X, Y coordinate, with 0, 0
being the top le corner of the screen. It’s helpful to
think of the en re screen as a sheet of graph paper,
and to ﬁll in the squares (pixels) to make what we
want to see. In fact, that’s exactly how I would start
“programming.” Using actual graph paper, I would
sketch the image I wanted to create, so I would have a
reference for exactly which pixels needed to be ﬁlled
in with each color. Let’s zoom in and look at the
tower’s pixels.

30 PRINT “Random Stars”
Now, let’s actually look at some code. Before the
ac on begins, the playﬁeld must be created. Space
Assault’s playﬁeld is mostly black with a few purple
stars. Today you might Google for a photograph taken
by the Hubble telescope and reference that in your
code, but in Atari BASIC, everything is drawn from
scratch. Here’s the code that draws the stars:

First, the GRAPHICS command sets a display mode for
the game, which gives us 160 by 96 pixels to work
with (quite diﬀerent from the fairly minimal 1024 by
768 average today). Next, the SETCOLOR commands
set up three colors (gray, purple, green) for us to work
with later, and the COLOR command selects a color
(purple).
Now we use a FOR loop to do something 50 mes. In
this case, the PLOT command says to ﬁll in a single
pixel at an X,Y coordinate, and we use the RND
command to select random horizontal (X) values from
0 to 159 (the full width of the playﬁeld) and random
ver cal (Y) values from 40 to 95. Since 0,0 is the top
le of the screen, we are avoiding pu ng stars in the
upper half of the playﬁeld. I originally had stars ﬁlling
the en re screen, but, as we’ll see eventually, we’re
going to be drawing and erasing a laser beam in the
top half of the screen, which accidentally erased stars
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Using what you already know, you could draw this
tower en rely with COLOR and PLOT statements,
ﬁlling in each pixel (or square of the graph paper) one
at a me—but this would be
extremely tedious. Thankfully,
we can make it a li le less
painful with two helpful tools.
The ﬁrst is the DRAWTO
statement, which uses an X, Y
coordinate just like the PLOT
statement. DRAWTO will draw
a line from the last PLOT or
DRAWTO to the given
coordinate. Essen ally, it
remembers where your last
marker was on the graph paper,
and draws a line from there to
wherever you specify, which is a
huge mesaver.

The next tool is using FOR loops to help with a
repe ve task, such as drawing a series of lines from
the top of a shape to the bo om. This really boils
down to programming skill and learning how to think
logically, essen ally ﬁguring out how to do something
with less code. We’ll see several examples of this
when we actually draw the tower.

Now we need to draw the black (COLOR 0) “windows”
on top of the bo om gray box, using some new
concepts (line 2170). The ﬁrst is nested loops, which in
this case is a FOR loop inside of another FOR loop.
This allows us to use the loop variable N as the ver cal
Y coordinate and the loop variable A as the horizontal
X coordinate. The next concept is using STEP on our
FOR loops. Normally the loop variable of a FOR loop
increments by 1 each me through the loop. For
example, in the statement “FOR N=1 to 10”, the loop
variable N has the value of 1, 2, 3, and so on as the
loop progresses. But if we add “STEP 2” to the
statement, then N will be incremented by 2 each me,
giving values of 1, 3, 5, and so on. So by using STEP 2
in both loops, we can skip every other pixel both
horizontally and ver cally. Inside of both of these
loops is the single statement PLOT A, N, which is as
eﬃcient as we can get.

It’s interes ng to note that almost all of this hard work
was mostly obsolete by the mid-1980s, when more
sophis cated graphics commands became available.
For example, by using QuickDraw, part of the original
Macintosh system so ware (1984), a single command
could easily draw a rectangle or an oval and even ﬁll it,
all of which was done by hand in Atari BASIC.
Let’s begin by selec ng gray (COLOR 1) and drawing
the gray parts of the tower. It will be helpful to refer to
the tower image above to follow along.

Finally, we switch back to gray (COLOR 1) to draw the
“claws” on both sides of the tower. There’s not much
we can do here to reduce lines of code, so we just
draw what we want with straigh orward PLOT and
DRAWTO statements (line 2180), and the Fission Gun
Tower is ﬁnished.

A er plo ng the single pixel at the top, we use a
short FOR loop to draw the gray box, which is
constructed of three horizontal lines. Using the loop
variable N as the ver cal Y coordinate, we can PLOT
and DRAWTO in the same horizontal coordinates
three mes (line 2090). This short loop only saves us a
few commands, but it’s a good example of using less
code when possible. Interes ngly, since Atari BASIC is
an interpreted language, it actually runs faster if the
code is “ ghter” and more eﬃcient.

50 PRINT “Cookie Cu er Bases”
Now we’re ready to draw our
seven bases (called Vegeta on
Processing Plants in the
backstory) that we must protect
from our enemies. From what
we’ve learned by drawing the
gun tower, the details of drawing
each base are easy to
understand. We use the same
colors, FOR loops, drawing
windows with STEP, and so on.

Moving down the tower, we need to draw a couple of
triangle shapes. Here we’re using a FOR loop again
with the loop variable N as the ver cal Y coordinate,
but we’re also using a second variable, AD, to “add” to
the horizontal X coordinate. Each me through the
loop we increase AD, which is then added and
subtracted to the horizontal ends of the line. Using
this method, we draw an upside down triangle shape
(line 2100), and then similarly draw the mirror image
below it (line 2110). Finally, we draw the bo om box
(the black “windows” will come later) just like we
drew the top box (line 2120).

Since each base is iden cal, we could simply repeat all
of this code seven mes, adjus ng the horizontal
posi on a li le each me. But to really reduce our
lines of code, we can use one big FOR loop, stepping
by 20 pixels each me through the loop (line 2200).
Inside the loop, our horizontal X coordinate in all of
our PLOT and DRAWTO statements will always be an
oﬀset of the loop variable N, which will draw a base at
horizontal coordinates 10, 30, 50, 70, 90, 110, and
130. This rubber stamp or “cookie cu er” technique
really makes our code smaller, which is always a
programmer’s goal.

Now let’s switch colors (COLOR 2) and draw the
purple parts of the tower. There’s a simple short line
at the top, and then three boxes all constructed with
FOR loops. Finally, we ﬁnish the purple with a long
line at the bo om (line 2160).
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include a kind of dish at the top. I did
this exactly as I described earlier, by
sketching the image on graph paper
and ﬁguring out the coordinates of
each pixel. We can draw the dish
with standard PLOT and DRAWTO
commands.
For the bases, I
changed the
smaller structure
on the right and
added some
“pipes” to connect
the buildings—they’re supposed to
be “Vegeta on Processing Plants” a er all.

60 PRINT “Jungle Planet”
According to the backstory, the ac on in Space Assault
takes place on the jungle planet Kala, rich with
vegeta on that Earth desperately needs. Accordingly,
the last touch to our playﬁeld is some random
greenery, which also provides a pla orm for the bases.
Thankfully, this jungle eﬀect is accomplished with only
a single line of code (line 2300).

I decided to add a checkerboard pa ern to the small
building using nested FOR loops, just as we did for the
windows in the Tower Gun. I ﬁgured the color
swapping could be done with a simple IF-THEN-ELSE
statement, un l I realized that Atari BASIC does not
support ELSE! This was a complete shock, and I was
amazed that my forma ve years of programming were
spent without such an essen al statement that exists
in every other programming language to this day.
However, there’s always another way.

A er selec ng green (COLOR 3), we loop across the
en re horizontal dimension of the screen. Each me
through the loop, we PLOT at the bo om of the
screen and DRAWTO a slightly higher ver cal
coordinate, determined by the RND statement. Using
this random number and a li le math, each green line
is between 1 and 3 pixels tall. When this is repeated
across the screen, the vegeta on looks somewhat
natural. Incidentally, this drawing is done a er the
bases are complete, since we are randomly drawing
over the bo om por on of each of the bases, giving
them a feel of being surrounded by vegeta on. The
Space Assault playﬁeld is now complete!

Each me through the loop, we set the color to purple
(COLOR 2). Then we check the sum of the horizontal
and ver cal coordinates to see if the number is odd or
even using the INT func on, determining whether
dividing by 2 produces a remainder (line 2271). If the
number is even, we set the color to the background
color (COLOR 0). Then we PLOT the pixel and
con nue looping. This allows us to swap colors with
each itera on of the loop, making the intended
checkerboard pa ern.

Next me...
we’ll start discussing player sprites - known as
Player-Missile Graphics to Atari aﬁcionados - and
learn how to build enemy spaceships with binary
numbers. See you next issue!

70 PRINT “Varia ons”
In each ar cle of “Adventures in Atari BASIC,” I’d like
to try out some varia ons to the 1983 source code.
Along the way, I’m hoping to remember interes ng
programming aspects I’ve forgo en, and possibly
improve Space Assault in ways that I didn’t or couldn’t
come up with at the me. Rather than cover the new
code line by line, I’ll only present discoveries I ﬁnd
interes ng.
Since all we have is a playﬁeld at this point, I’ve only
updated the look of the graphics somewhat. I started
by adjus ng the colors a bit to make them a li le
brighter, and then modiﬁed the Fission Gun Tower to
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Abbuc 2016 Games Contest by Matthew Baker
Get Up! came in 10th place in the ABBUC 2016 programming
contest. The idea, programming and graphics were by Thomas
Schultz and the tle music was by Jan-Soeren Haas. Get Up! is a
simple game of avoidance. You start with a ship at the bo om
of the ocean and must reach space, with screen a er screen of
wall-like obstacles with small openings to pass through. There is
a monster to avoid too, star ng out with a squid-like creature in
the ocean depths. You can speed up or slow down as you
a empt to traverse the screens, points are gained if you go
faster and lost if you slow down or stop. Reach space and you
win the game. But you have only one life to complete the en re
trip to orbit.

Big Mess is the 9th placed game in the programming contest.
Developed by Gringoso and programmed in Turbo-BASIC. Big
Mess is an ac ve puzzle game. Since it is diﬃcult to explain,
here is an excerpt from the in-game instruc ons: “Big Mess is
really a big mess! You have to sort all the icons on the screen!”
Essen ally you move a square icon around and select various
icons on screen and group similar icons together in horizontal or
ver cal rows. Every me you move an icon and drop it, a dozen
more random icons appear all over the screen, and you must
move icons around other icons, and they end up blocking you as
well as other walls and barriers that come into play later.
Points are scored based upon how many alike icons you line up
in a row, but beware! - if you line up ﬁve they will disappear,
and you get minimal points. To line up more, as many as nine,
you have to set it up four and four with one space in the middle
to insert the ninth icon for maximum points. Other varia ons
between 5-8 icons are also set up in this way. The point system
is a big mess too that makes no logical sense, 5 for ﬁve in a row,
6 for six, then it jumps to 17, then 108, 259 and then ﬁnally
rows or columns of icons greater than 9 are 15,000+X. I have no
idea what this means and I can see no way to get more than 9
icons lined up at all. You try! Bombs will also start to appear and
if you click on these, they will remove all the icons of one kind
on the screen, as each bomb is designated for a speciﬁc icon
type. If that icon type has already been removed from the
screen, the bomb does nothing. A er many bombs are
exploded other obstacles like brick walls start appearing.

Move the ship le or right, slow down and speed up to avoid
obstacles and creatures and make your way around or through
openings in barriers to reach the top of the screen and on to the
next. There is no scrolling, move to the top of the screen and it
changes and you are put at the bo om again. I made it about a
dozen screens on my best try, and s ll hadn't reached beyond
the ocean and mister squid. The game is easy to play but very
diﬃcult to master. I achieved a twelve screen roll without
touching anything (which means game over) and then had
twelve a empts in a row of dying on the ﬁrst screen! The
collision detec on might be a bit too unforgiving or maybe the
control is a bit too twitchy, or maybe I just had too much coﬀee
except for my twelve screen success. The game does have some
replay value, the “one more go” mentality, and the screens
seem to be random, but I did grow bored a er a while, maybe
due to it not having be er visuals to enjoy.

There are ﬁve diﬀerent levels of play with diﬀerent sizes and
shapes. I never made it past the ﬁrst level - a er playing for a
bit, I seemed to be ge ng nowhere fast, and quickly grew
bored of the game. A joys ck is used to move freely around the
screen, un l the ﬁre bu on is pressed to select an icon. You can
then move the icon around the screen but all other icons,
bombs and walls are obstacles. You press the ﬁre bu on again
to release the icon. The ﬁre bu on will also explode bombs if
any are on screen. The graphics are a medium resolu on mode
using four colours. The icons are all the same colour, walls are a
diﬀerent colour and your cursor and bombs are another colour
with a black background. The graphics are boring and
uninspired - the icons all look borrowed from old sources and
there is no anima on - things just appear and disappear from
the screen. It looks like a game one might expect from an
amateur programmer using Turbo-BASIC for the ﬁrst me.

You use the joys ck to control your ship, in eight direc ons (no
ﬁre bu on is used, except to start the game) and movement is
quick and smooth. The graphics are in medium resolu on and it
uses some DLI's for the background that is otherwise empty.
The barriers are made of wavy and straight lines and “fences” of
diﬀerent pa erns and various other obstacles. The monsters, at
least the squid-like one use more than one colour, as does your
ship and the obstacles, but the ship and obstacles are all shades
of green, at least in the ocean screens, with backgrounds of
shades of blue. Colours may change as you reach higher
screens; I don't know. The squid is animated and your ship has
animated thrust. The tle screen looks like a digi zed 4-colour
photo (a poor one) of a ﬂying saucer. The tle page text is
standard Atari low-res characters with DLI's.
Get Up!'s tle screen music is a very nice, upbeat Pokey
composi on. The in-game audio is a crea ve mix of arcade like
sounds that hearken back to the golden age of arcade games
and is quite interes ng rather than annoying. This is another
simple and enjoyable arcade style game with replay-ability due
to random levels and it is a serious challenge. Are you good
enough? While it's not quite up to par with some of the other
arcade tles in the contest, it's fun enough for all to give it a go
and see if they enjoy it. 6/10.

The audio is minimal, with simple beeps when something
happens. The tle screen “music” is also a big mess of random
notes. I thought the audio for The Monk was the worst un l I
came across this game! Big Mess is aptly named, and though
some might enjoy this sort of random “puzzle” game and look
past it's audio-visual shortcomings, it is a boring mess to me. I
have absolutely no interest in was ng me a emp ng to
endlessly line up icons as more and more appear. My opinion is
that this game should be forced on prisoners as a punishment, '
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like moving stones across a yard from one pile to another and
then back again. But that's just me and you may enjoy the
game. I've never been a huge fan of most puzzle games,
especially random ones that seem endless and pointless. 4/10.
At
8th

rounds every fourth level where enemy planes are in retreat
and you shoot as many as you can for bonus points and an extra
bonus if you get a perfect score!
Rain of Terror is a fun, simple shooter that hails back to the
golden age of the arcade. The gameplay is paramount and this
one keeps you on your toes and the adrenaline ﬂowing. It's
more colourful than most vintage arcade games, but not for
early Atari computer games of about the same era. This game
has replay-ability, harking back to the games of old that were all
about high score and no one ever comes out alive. 7/10.
1Kblaster, taking 7th place, is a simple shooter. The player’s
ship moves through a scrolling playﬁeld made up of simple DLI
backgrounds and foreground graphics made from an ATASCII
character set in a 20 column by 10 row Atari character mode. All
the characters are zeros. You must shoot a path through the
zeros at least two rows tall, so your ship will ﬁt through. Choose
the path of least resistance, and wait for things to speed up
drama cally once you reach 1,000 points.

posi on is Rain of Terror, developed by Eric Henneke and Rob
Schlort, a game that would ﬁt comfortably between Atari
Missile Command and Cen pede arcade consoles back in the
late 70's or early 80's. A classic non-scrolling, one screen
shooter of wave a er wave of increasing diﬃculty. Reaching a
higher level and increasing your score are the only objec ves.
Though just as simple graphically as the ancient arcade legends,
it's all about the game play baby! This would be a welcome
game on a basic Atari cartridge to accompany the likes of
Missile Command, Cen pede and Galaxian. You control a gun
turret with the Atari paddle controller and as planes ﬂy
overhead and drop paratroopers, your job is to shoot them
down before they land.

The actual playﬁeld is eight rows tall, with one row at the top
displaying the game's name and one row on the bo om
displaying current score, high score and “game over” at the
appropriate me. The character graphic zeros are also coloured
via DLI's making them appear golden. The background is a
simple striped DLI ﬁelds of darker colours than the foreground.
The player ship appears to use several or all of the
player/missiles except for the player's shot missile, it is well
deﬁned and shaded with three colours and would look good as
a replacement to nearly any shooter in the Atari's library to date
and even has animated propulsion.

The graphics are rudimentary, even for the Atari, but no more
so than early arcade and Atari computer games from the golden
age that this game reﬂects in homage. The graphics are in
medium resolu on mode - the background consists of a few DLI
layers of blue sky giving way to a couple of layers of mountains
below and ﬁnally to the green pastures where your gun
emplacement is at the bo om of the screen. The airplanes are
simple one colour sprites and the paratroopers are two colours
for the chute and the man. If a paratrooper lands, he becomes
slightly larger and in two colours. Your gun turret is one colour black. In all there are about a dozen on screen colours with the
use of DLI's, etc. Like the early shooters, the anima on is crude.

1KBlaster's audio is only the hum of the ship that changes if you
move forward or back, the ship's gun ﬁring and a rough
explosion when the ship crashes. A joys ck is required to play
the game and the ﬁre bu on to start the game and shoot. Your
ship can be moved all around within the game ﬁeld, all the way
forward and back as well. The controls are slightly touchy and
you have to learn to center your ship between two rows of
zeros and move up and down just slightly to hit the lower p of
the upper zeros and upper p of the lower zeros so your wing
span does not clip the zeros above or below.
This game is so simple and fun for a quick try or two. I could see
some ge ng hooked on the “just one more try” aspect, as with
many of the games in the ABBUC contest. Maneuver and shoot,
stay alive and go for a high score. Lose a life and it's game over.

R.O.T's audio starts with music on the tle screen that is a
simple, short jingle, again like one remembers from the golden
age of arcade games. The in-game audio is sound eﬀects only,
with all the simple classic arcade sounds. The game requires
paddle controls, and you be er hope they aren't ji ery. I took
mine apart and cleaned them properly recently (a er being
stored away for several years) for Arkanoid and so had a good
pair of working paddles just in me to play and review this
game as well. Pressing the le paddle's ﬁre bu on starts the
game and shoots the gun, while using the paddle to aim across
the en re horizon in 180 degrees.

IK ATASCII BLASTER is a simple shooter that even in the
author's own words is a star ng point - a demo to show what
can be done with li le memory and li le used character modes.
But the author asks to that this be taken into considera on for
the contest. This would be a good game and possibly deserves a
winning spot, if it were a 1K programming contest. But no
excuses, you’re running with the big boys with such submissions
as Dimo's Dungeon and it's me to redeﬁne that character set
and background graphics, use some more memory and produce
a serious shooter out of it for next year's ABBUC contest. 5/10.

Gameplay consists of a diﬀerent mission for each level, pu ng a
new twist on a classic arcade shooter. The mission goals for
each level scroll across the top of the screen just before the
ac on starts with each level - such as shoo ng down a certain
number of paratroopers or a combina on of paratroopers and
planes, or even shoo ng a certain amount of men s ll dropping
to their death a er you shoot their parachute! So keep an eye
at the top of the screen for the mission with each new level.
Your gun turret starts out in sniper mode, shoo ng one shot at a
me, but the more targets you hit in a row, the more rapidly the
gun ﬁres and this can also be increased by shoo ng bonus shot
power-ups that will ﬂash for a short me on the game screen. If
ten paratroopers manage to land on any level, they rush and
blow up your gun turret, which ends the game. There are bonus
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replenish, etc. You can speed up, slow down by pushing forward or
back on the joys ck, or stay at cruising speed by doing neither. But
you can never come to a full stop. The collision detec on seems
more forgiving than many of these cavern/complex scrollers, things
aren't as ght as they seem, and your ship can even squeeze in
some areas that look slightly too narrow. Control is quite good over
all. There are the usual closing and opening or ﬂashing on and oﬀ
gates, moving barricades, and such. If you do crash, the game sets
you back a bit and you have to recover some of the level, and
apparently you are unable to shoot or pick up anything that you
already went past before you died un l you get back to where you
died or for a li le while anyway.
Enemies are few and far between and seem to have their own
trouble naviga ng the fortresses, only they will pass into and
through the “walls” some without damage and others destroy
themselves. You are unable to shoot them while they are inside the
walls either. The enemies are sluggish and stupid and nothing to
really worry about - just focus on the obstacle course. They inﬂict
damage on trainee and pilot levels, and kill on Ace level. The levels
seem to wrap around, as near as I can tell, (I've yet to ﬁnish the ﬁrst
level) and I'm guessing don't end un l you shoot all the main
targets, so if you miss some, you can retrace your steps un l you get
them all. It all really makes the levels far too long, so that even with
numerous extra ships, you can easily use them all up by stupid
control mistakes before you ﬁnish a level.
Space Fortress Omega ﬁnished in 6th place - a new game from
Jason Kendall. This is a ver cally scrolling shooter/obstacle course.
More the cavern type obstacle course than shooter, as there are so
few enemies, at least as far as I could get. There is of course another
nearly useless back story, as with most games of the genre. In this
story it's all due to the ancient Greeks who were much more
advanced than modern man knows, they made a series of space
fortresses to protect the earth from Alien Invasion (I think they were
called Persians. Of course the fortresses have a lot of li le passes in
them so a mere 300 Greeks can defend against the countless
onslaught of Alien-Persians. Of course, I am jes ng - the real
backstory ends with the Greeks having a bunch of space fortresses
at one me and a er millennia of disrepair the Greeks went
bankrupt as usual. Space Fortress Omega is the only one le , but of
course the Aliens have taken it over, so you have to ﬁght your way
through and basically re-take or destroy (I'm not clear on that part)
this ancient Fortress . And of course there was a distress-call from
Zeus knows who, and you just happen to be a modern day pilot with
an armed one-man cra who somehow got the distress-call from
this forgo en fortress, and of course make your way there to
save...something, someone...whatever... just point me in the
direc on of the things I need to shoot!

The game deﬁnitely has poten al, it has a uniqueness and luckily
the author is s ll working on the game, so hopefully some of the
issues are addressed in the ﬁnal version. We will probably be
reviewing it in the future a er it is released. But in it's current state,
it just a bit too boring for me to play o en, and I played more than I
wanted to do this review, but I was never a fan of these obstaclecourse scrolling shooter anyway, though I like this one more in that
are than most as it's more forgiving. For now though, over all I have
to give it a 5/10.

The graphics are a bit bland with no use of DLI's for addi onal
colour on-screen. The title screen is a rainbow of colours with DLI's,
so I'm not sure why some of that didn't translate into the game. The
colour pale e does seem to change between several every me you
play the game. Your space ship is well animated and mul -colored,
and looks out of place within the game. Enemy sprites are generally
one-coloured or use colour-cycling, some animated, some not, but
none are as impressive as the player's ship. This seems to be a game
done by one person, so maybe he's not as talented on graphic-look
as he is in programming skills. The skills show through in the
graphics with energy tunnels and other area your ship ﬂies under,
and some very nice masking eﬀects occur between the background
graphics and the player's ship. Bravo on the masking - nice eﬀect!
There is no music, before or in-game. There is an “explosive” sound
before the tle screen appears that starts at a higher volume and
fades out. I think it’s the sound of your space ship taking oﬀ. In
game are plenty of tradi onal sounding sound eﬀects and ambient
sound, warning alarms of a acking aliens and a jingle when you
grab power-ups or missiles or shoot your main targets. The aliens
have their unique sounds and eﬀects and overall, it's a nice audio
experience. But once again, this is all a one man job apparently and
maybe music isn't an ability of his. Be er no music than bad music.
Game play consists mostly of naviga ng your way through narrow
caverns/complexes with several diﬀerent routes you can follow, but
choosing the correct path impacts your ability to shoot at targets,
pick up missile and power-ups, make it to energy tunnels to
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Name This Game comes in at 5th place, developed by Robert Stuart
with music by Miker. The game is a visual trivia game. As shown on
the tle screen, there are four windows where an Atari game's
graphics can be shown. Star ng with one ac ve window and every
me you guess a wrong le er for the name of the displayed game, it
shows another piece of the game picture un l all four windows are
ﬁlled. So that is ﬁve wrong choices and the game ends. The game
plays sort of like the TV game show 'Wheel of Fortune' in that you
select a le er and if correct, the le er chosen is displayed in a box
under the game picture. If you choose a le er that is used more
than once in the tle, all corresponding boxes show that le er. It is

possible to guess all le ers and the name of a game you don't
recognize, but it may take many a empts. A er each level you are
given a 3 le er code that corresponds with the name of the
previous level's game. I reached level 16 which is a European tle
that I do not recognize and from what I have guessed so far, I
wouldn't remember how it's spelled or even spoken due to the
language barrier.
The graphics are displayed in the resolu on of the game being
shown, in four colours, but not necessarily the colours of the
original game. All are essen ally monochrome but instantly
recognizable if you know the game. The tle screen shows a quarter
of a complete image from four diﬀerent games. The in-game
playﬁeld shows the tle at the top with the level and score
underneath. The main game window shows ﬁve sub-windows - with
only the middle window revealed when star ng a new level.
Underneath this is the alphabet in two rows of icons that are
selected with an arrow pointer that jumps from le er to le er.
The game has very good tle screen music by Miker, which is at the
opposite end of the spectrum in quality compared to his music in
The Monk. The in-game sound eﬀects are just basic clicks and
beeps, but that's usually all that is expected from SFX in this type of
game and an explosion-like sound when each piece of the picture is
revealed. The game is controlled with the joys ck, moving an arrow
pointer over the le ers listed in two rows, alphabe cal style under
the picture. There are 24 levels of game play, as I found out by
guessing 3 le ers for a level code, which took me to level 24, which I
completed and the game ended asking for the next player. Some
people have men oned that it should be randomized, instead of the
same games in order. But then the password system would be
messed up, and with so few tles to name in all, I don't think it is
necessary. There is no replay value - once you ﬁnish the game, it's
boring to do over. I can see new versions coming out with diﬀerent
and more games to name, but this game, as it stands, is good un l
completed once per person.
This is a very fun game to play, once. Deﬁnitely innova ve and
original, but like a sale ad in a newspaper, it's over soon and is
yesterday's news. The diﬃculty cannot be increased, or the ac on
made faster. Expansion disks or new versions are the only way to
keep this game breathing. For what it is now, I would give it a 7/10.

Skyscraper achieved 4th place in the contest. Developed by
Mar n Simecek (Matosimi), Jose Pereira and Michal Radecki
(StRing), this is another variant of the basic Tetris model, with
dropping shapes or blocks or jewels or candy, or...etc., in a
certain way to line up, ﬁll in, whatever, you know. In the case
of Skyscraper, however, you are not a emp ng to rid yourself
of the growing pile and keep it from reaching the top of the
screen, but instead build it up as high as you can, with a
ver cally scrolling screen. You must drop each ﬂoor of a
building (star ng with 8 window width horizontally) directly
on top of one another, or you lose the width of a building
building by how far oﬀ you dropped it from center. The game
speeds up as you go, in a way that will be explained in the
game play sec on below. You build your Skyscraper as high as
you can, your score is how many stories tall your building is in
the end.
The graphics are very colourful, with use of the Atari's colour
tricks. The background and foreground graphics use DLI's.
There are seven background layers too start, each a diﬀerent
colour ending in sky-blue. The ﬁrst few layers are silhoue es
of cityscapes that give way to mountains behind them. As
your building grows, each layer starts to drop down and out of
site in a perspec ve-oriented manner as if the landscape were
3D. The building itself is made up of ﬂoors of diﬀerent colours
horizontally, with three shades of the same colour per ﬂoor,
giving the windows some detail. The building starts dropping
out of site at the screen bo om with each new ﬂoor, once the
building is half a screen tall.

The sound track and sound eﬀects are in 4-channel stereo or
mono, so no one loses out on any of the audio, it just sounds
much be er in stereo. The music is foreboding, but snappy
and catchy and uses the Pokey well. There are no sound
eﬀects in the game, just music with deep bass. This works
ﬁne, maybe be er than having sound eﬀects.
The game play is simple, an overhead crane comes from
either the le or right of the screen and when you press the
joys ck bu on or any key on the keyboard, the building ﬂoor
drops to the ground. It's best to a empt drops dead center of
the screen. That's it. You aim/ me your drop with the
previous ﬂoor and if there's any over-hang, it disappears and
the next ﬂoor is as short as what's le of the previous ﬂoor.
Build as high as you can. The speed changes with every
direc on the crane appears. Something I only discovered
while wri ng this review is that you don't have to drop the
ﬂoor on the ﬁrst pass of the crane, you can wait and the crane
will move back and forth across the screen indeﬁnitely un l
you drop the ﬂoor. But, the crane also increases in speed with
each pass or two un l it reaches a very fast maximum speed.
At some point just over 30 ﬂoors, your building is declared a
Skyscraper by the appearance of a ﬂoor where windows have
a le er “S” on them. The game then slows down to ini al
speed again and starts over with increases. There are other
points in the game as you reach new heights where you reach
new Skyscraper status. There are special ﬂoors that do all
diﬀerent things if you last long enough, including making your
ﬂoors wider again. So building could be pre y crazy looking if
you could see your Skyscraper from afar. It's a very addic ve
game, just like Tetris.. Simple fun that throws new twists your
way just when you think you will bore, just to renew your
interest in reaching new heights. The graphics are simple yet
detailed and colourful, a “clean” look to them and an
enjoyable soundtrack that uses stereo Pokeys, something that
I feel should be the norm these days rather than the
excep on. Like “dye” this game is brilliant in it's simplicity. But
does make be er use of the Atari's graphics. This game is
about reﬂexes and hand-eye coordina on rather than strategy
and abstract logic. 8/10
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The Monk took 3rd posi on in the compe on. The graphics
and game play were inspired by a free, open-source game
called “minicra ” by Ludum Dare and/or a person called Notch
- this informa on from the instruc ons isn't too clear. For The
Monk, music and sfx were by Miker. The idea, code and
graphics are by PopMilo.
The Monk is a top-down or overhead view game with ver cal
and horizontal scrolling, over a large landscape on an island.
The basic story is you wake up on a deserted island, with no
idea or memory of who you are or how you got here. But you
are here, so you might as well start surviving and learning how
things work in your new world. And of course, there's no
be er way to survive and learn to understand the world
around you than to punch everything, right?
The bo om line is that The Monk and the game that inspired it
are much simpliﬁed versions of the incredibly popular Mine
Cra that's on all the last and current genera ons of consoles
and PC' and many portable devices. The graphics are in low
resolu on. The scrolling is smooth enough, there are areas of
land, water, stone, trees, ﬂowers, etc., it all looks very cute, a
game young kids would like, but nothing ground-breaking or
use of the Atari's special graphic abili es. Everything is squat
looking and it's not even a full overhead perspec ve, as the
graphics of trees and your character and monsters are all side
view. This is not an uncommon way of doing a cross
perspec ve display; Dimo's Quest from 2014 is one recent
example that does the same thing. I think the game could have
been easily done in a higher resolu on though, only the
programmer knows why they chose a low resolu on presumably for more colours. As it is, I feel like I'm “zoomed”
in on the game window, but there's no zooming out.

supposed to automa cally acquire new tools and weapons to
use, but a er about as long as I could stand it, I was s ll using
my ﬁsts, with no new items and I would run into “monsters”
which I could not destroy and they would kill me quickly.
At this point I can only guess where the game goes. I probably
need to pick up a certain amount of an item or combina ons
to get new tools or weapons, but I just couldn't survive long
enough. You seem to be able to punch through everything
including rock, except for the monsters and water (which you
can swim through). I'm not a MineCra player, so maybe those
who play the game will have a be er idea of what needs to be
done ini ally to survive.

The bo om of the screen has the status window across it. The
le side displays your health in a row of hearts with your
stamina or energy level below displayed in a row of lightning
bolts. To the right the current item you are holding or your ﬁst
is displayed and below that whichever item you just
discovered, both in text. The audio is primi ve, but knowing
the music is by Miker, it must be by choice. With basic sounds
for punching and a very simple, repe ve “music” track that
gets annoying very quickly. The tle screen also has “music,”
again, which is also quite annoying to me. The game has
responsive controls, and they are simple - forward, back, le
and right with the controller moves you up, down, le and
right on the screen. The joys ck ﬁre bu on punches or uses
tools and weapons. The space bar switches between weapons.
Those who like Minecra might ﬁnd it enjoyable. You wander
around punching stuﬀ, and ﬁnding wood from trees punched,
or acorns, punching ﬂowers collects them, punching stone lets
you “mine” your way through rock and you also collect stone.
Apparently, once you ﬁnd enough diﬀerent items, you are
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There is also at least one bug in this game; a er ge ng killed
and star ng a new game, on several occasions the graphics
would either be blank while a new world was made (every
game is diﬀerent in this way - each me you start a new game
you get a new world, like Seven Ci es of Gold) and corrupted
graphics in game and I would have to reload the en re game
for it to work properly again. This game needs a lot more work,
IMHO. I'm sure there are those who will love the game, but
it's not my cup of tea. It's an interes ng concept. It has some
innova ve things going on, and maybe that's why it won third
place. I'll give this one the beneﬁt of the doubt though, since
I'm no fan of this sort of game. 6/10

Dye is the runner up in the ABBUC 2016 contest. Conceived
and programmed by Chris an Krueger & Berlin So works. Dye
is a puzzle game that requires some forethought and strategy,
a bit like chess in that sense. It's also a learning game that
teaches who some famous ar sts are associated with one of
their famous works, that is, a representa on of famous works
of art. The object of the game is to reduce all the colours in
the representa on too one colour by selec ng one of ﬁve
colours and “ﬁlling in” areas of the representa on with
another colour than the one in that area. It's the same
principal used in 99% of computer graphic art programs for the
“ﬁll” op on. Areas that are not connected, even though the
same colour, will not ﬁll in. There are a limited number of
turns to choose colours and ﬁll in the screen so that only one
colour remains.

The audio consists of some dings and dongs and a short upscale jingle when a level is completed or a down-scale jingle
when you fail. The “music” if you want to call it that is
rudimentary, consis ng of some primi ve percussion sounds
coming from the Pokey(?) I think the GTIA can do as well. The
quality of the noise itself aside, rhythm and beat is
rudimentary; it sounds worse than a demo beat mode on a
cheap 80's synthesizer keyboard. It would have been be er
not to have bothered, it's instantly annoying. But luckily there
is a permanent op on in-game to turn the audio oﬀ. Dye is a
wonderfully fun puzzle solving game that will help to keep
your brain sharp as well as any game you would play on the
pay-for brain-training web sites. I could see a series for this
game with new art/levels. If you like solving puzzles, and
appreciate learning just a bit of culture while doing it, then
you may become and addict and ﬁnish this game all too soon.
I'm not much of a puzzle fana c, though I've done my share of
them, but being an ar st, this one catches my interest more
than most.

The ﬁrst few levels of the game are pre y easy, but then things
get a bit more complicated all around, but vary in diﬃculty,
not a straight progression toward the most diﬃcult. At least
not by level 19, the furthest I made it out of 35 before wri ng
this review. Simple, to learn but hard to master. A unique
puzzle experience among so many puzzle games that are the
same old puzzle types with diﬀerent graphics. But I could see a
sequel of this thinking puzzler for those who want even more
of a challenge using graphics modes with far more on-screen
colours for much more complex game play and strategy, as
well as pre er ar s c representa ons.
You can choose to use the default joys ck control, or hit
OPTION to choose either a CX77 or CMI08 touch tablet. The
keyboard can also be used when in joys ck mode. The
pointer/ﬁll icon that you move about the board to choose
colours and ﬁll areas is slow with the joys ck, but it allows you
to leave one side of the screen and it wraps around to the
other side to help things a bit. I imagine the touch tablets
would be faster, especially since you don't have to drag a
pointer across the screen like a joys ck or mouse, but just li
and move to another spot; instant pointer posi oning.
Keyboard use consists of the SELECT key to turn the audio on
or oﬀ, the START or SPACEBAR to start a game, and the
SPACEBAR doubles as a select-colour and ﬁll bu on like on
the joys ck or touch tablets. Cursor movement with the
keyboard are the W, S, A and D keys for up, down, le and
right respec vely. Choosing a colour is the 1-5 keys, which is
also a shortcut for joys ck users to choose colours. The
ESC/escape key allows you to end the current a empt if you
know you won't succeed, there is no undo of moves made.

There's nothing ground breaking here in anyway, except for
the innova on and maybe the controller op ons, just a simple
to learn, tough to master strategy puzzler to sharpen your wits
and take your mind oﬀ of life for a few minutes. Just good-oldfashioned simple fun. Overall 6/10. But this game isn't about
great graphics or audio, and there's no reason to fret if the
control method you use isn't op mal, there's no me limit or
rewards for de reﬂexes, it's about logical thinking and
awareness, educa onal, relaxing and fun all at the same me.
These are the reasons Dye won second place in the
compe on, so in this instance, I strongly recommend the
game based on the gameplay alone - 10/10.

There is a slight “bug” or issue while playing the game. If you
have been controlling the game with just the joys ck or touch
tablet, with zero keyboard input, a er a few minutes the Atari
goes into it's built-in screen-saver mode, cycling through
screen colours which will cause big problems since the right
colours aren't showing to proceed with the game successfully.
Of course any key press will return the screen to the in-game
colours, but avoid using the SPACEBAR as it is used for the
select and ﬁll with in the game.
The graphics are a standard are in an An c low-res mode. The
main window area is a 48x48 pixel grid that the art
representa on is displayed on, with a right side-bar that has
ﬁve squares for the ﬁve colours to choose from, the selected
color is highlighted by a solid white border. Below the main
game window are where the current level is displayed, a
reminder that ESC will reset the level and two digits separated
by a back-slash represen ng turns taken and total available
respec vely. Across the top of the screen is the name of the
ar st who's pain ng is represented below.
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Dimo's Dungeon is the winner of the ABBUC 2016
programming contest and is a sequel to the 2014 ABBUC
contest winner, Dimo's Quest. The developers are Thomas
Schulz; idea, programming and in-game graphics and Mario
Henning; tle art, music and monster anima on. The level
designs are by too many to list here - just watch the text scroll
at the bo om of the tle screen for level design credits.
As the story goes, in Dimo's Quest, Dimo had to collect all the
sweets in the ﬁve Kingdoms of Greenfoot, to win the Princess'
hand in marriage. A er Dimo successfully completed his
quest, the Princess and he married, making Dimo the Prince
of the ﬁve Kingdoms of Greenfoot and he and his Princess,
Dori, lived happily “therea er” or at least for about two years.
Then Kayem the grumbling squirrel appeared and looted all
the sweets in the sweet chamber and spread them out
through his 20 dungeons.
Princess Dori is inconsolable, so Dimo must once again rescue
all the sweets from Kayem the grumbling squirrel's dungeon
and save the day, but apparently not his Princess' waste-line
or teeth. In his new adventure, Dimo's Dungeon, or, as tled
in the scrolling text at the bo om of tle screen: 'Dimo's
Quest: The Dungeon'. Starring Dimo the frog, Hui the watchful
ghost, and introducing Kayem the grumbling squirrel with a
cameo appearance from Princess Dori.
Dimo's Quest, the ﬁrst Dimo game, was an over-head view
quest game, with mazes to traverse and rooms to unlock, but
s ll having many tradi onal side-view pla ormer aspects to it,
with enemies to avoid and objects to collect. Dimo's Dungeon
is a horizontally scrolling pla ormer with the usual side view
of the ac on. With jumping and ladders to climb, diﬀerent
levels to reach, and one wrong step and you fall to your
death. There is candy and other items to pick up and Hui,
Kayem and other monsters to avoid completely, like a
tradi onal pla ormer. But a side-scroller is a completely
diﬀerent beast to a top-down or overhead-view maze game in
many of the play mechanics, though there is some cross over
between the two games. It can't be mistaken for anything but
another Dimo game.
There is a mer coun ng down for every level, and some
levels give you very li le me to start with and you must
collect certain items or pass a certain point to gain more me
if needed for the level. The levels themselves are not only
obstacle courses like most pla orm games, but puzzles or
mazes that must be traversed. You o en will ﬁnd yourself
ﬁgh ng the clock and wai ng for enemies to get out of your
way to move forward at the same me. Any miss-step means
instant death as does running out of me. Luckily you have
unlimited lives, you just have to start at the beginning of the
level again.
Some levels give you more me and it is set - there are no
me bonuses. You can choose any level you want at the level
select and start screen, SELECT bu on or joys ck up to
choose a star ng level, ﬁre bu on to start the chosen level. If
you get stuck, you can hit ESCAPE on the keyboard to quit the
game back to the start screen. The levels were submi ed by
various people who joined in the level submission and so
there is a variety of levels that play in diﬀerent ways with
diﬀerent mazes or puzzles to solve and diﬀerent dangers and
obstacles to overcome. This approach to level design made
sure there was a lot of variety withing the game parameters
and graphics used to build levels with so many individuals
contribu ng their own ideas.
The levels are made up of obstacles, pla orms and
background graphics that consist of brick walls, metal walls,
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“earth” walls and pla orms, crates, water (requires a “life
ring” to traverse), stone/rock walls, ladders to climb, what
appear to be hanging lights with cords/chains to descend, pits
that open and close, transporters that transport you to
another area on the level, and crushing metal trap doors that
you must me to run through before they crush Dimo. There
are also one-way arrows that only allow you to pass them one
way or ﬁnd a way around them. Other obstacles include
“energy” or “plasma ﬁre” barriers that you must ﬁnd a ﬁreex nguisher to get past lest you touch them and fry! Hot lava
burns Dimo to a crisp too. Many of these things, like the
transporters and keys and candy will be all too familiar from
Dimo's Quest. Search as I might, I couldn't locate instruc ons
for Dimo's Dungeon, so I had to learn the hard way and name
things as best I can to describe them for this review.
The Graphics in Dimo's Dungeon are superb. Star ng with the
tle screen that I believe is a medium resolu on of 160x192
or equivalent PAL resolu on (I'm a Yank that only knows
NTSC resolu ons by heart, not PAL, even though my 1200XL
has been converted to 100% PAL). The tle screen is vibrant
and colourful, well drawn, using at least a dozen colours with
some of the Atari's DLI/VBI/sprite tricks for more colours onscreen in a medium An c resolu on. In big “gold” shaded
“3D” le ers at the top is the tle, the le ers increasing in size
from either side to the middle for a li le depth perspec ve,
and a very well drawn scene below of Dimo the frog running
from Kayem the squirrel in a 3D perspec ve dungeon corridor
with Hui the ghost peeking over a dungeon wall and a golden
acorn out in front that Dimo is heading toward. The use of
colour is very good and it would look at home on an ST
computer in 16 colour low-res graphics mode.
The levels have a fast and smooth horizontal scrolling that
starts once Dimo reaches about two-thirds of the way across
the screen, and stops when Dimo is climbing or descending
ver cally, as well as a change of direc on un l two-thirds of
the screen is crossed in the opposite direc on, then it starts
scrolling again. The levels are one screen tall, within the
Atari's normal window, no over-scan, 160x192 resolu on in
narrow width mode (128 pixels wide). There is no ver cal
scrolling or sliding, and no disappearing at the top or bo om
and re-appearing on a new screen on the opposite side in the
ver cal direc on to a higher screen on the levels.
The main game window is full window height minus the status
window at the bo om that will be instantly recognizable by
anyone who has played Dimo's Quest. It is divided into ﬁve
smaller windows horizontally, the le most displaying your
me counter, coun ng down to zero and your score, the next
window moving to the right displays four keys of diﬀerent
colours and how many you have of each - although the
colours of the keys and doors change in each level. The third
window from the le displays how many candies Dimo has
collected, the fourth screen shows special items that Dimo
collects, like the ﬁre-ex nguisher for example. The ﬁ h
window to the far right displays the current level.
The character graphics and sprites are small enough to allow
plenty of room for diﬀerent pla orm levels within the single
screen height. They are detailed and well drawn and are all
mul -coloured sprites. All hardware player/missiles and
so ware sprites are animated as well as many of the
character graphics that make up the level environment itself,
such as water or lava, making for a very lively game screen. I
believe that Dimo, and maybe the other main characters Hui
and Kayem are hardware player-missiles and all other items
and monsters are so ware sprites or animated character
graphics. All the graphics are mul -coloured - there are no
single colour sprites or player/missiles here! The sprites are 43

well animated and fast, with only rare encounters with
ﬂickering, so far only no ced when mul ple Hui the
Ghosts are on screen at once and Dimo is moving too.
The background graphics are also very colourful, making
use of DLI's and VBI's to display dozens of colours onscreen at once. And the colours are used well, and not
just “lets see if we can use all 256 colours” rainbow
bands. The game is more colourful than Crownland and
as colourful as Dimo's Quest, if not more so.
The music in Dimo's Dungeon are happy-go-lucky li le
tunes making good use of the Pokey's poten al, that ﬁt
the game style well. There's very good tle screen music
and several diﬀerent in-game tunes. Though a cri cism I
have is a lack of stereo sound. I think with modern
games for our 8-bits they should always have a stereo
op on or auto-detect for stereo Pokeys with more sound
and music voices for Ataris with stereo - especially if
developed using an emulator that can emulate such
upgrades. There's no excuse anymore!
Sound eﬀects are sparse, with the only sounds being of
Dimo's so feet walking, collec ng candy and items or
entering transporters or unlocking doors - simple bleeps
and bloops. When Dimo dies, you get a musical jingle.
More sound eﬀects should have been used, which could
have easily been added with the extra voices of a second
Pokey, or at least interrupt one of the music voices
during a sound eﬀect for a split second. Or, if nothing
else, the op on of playing either sound eﬀects or music.
I think with or without Dimo's death jingle, that some
circumstance-relevant sound eﬀects would have been
be er, like a drowning sound, a burning to a crisp sound,
falling and splat sounds, ge ng squashed sounds etc, or
maybe even a jumping “boing” sound too.
The game controls work well with very responsive
movement. And once you learn what you can't do, you'll
never feel the game cheated you due to clunky or
unresponsive controls. Move the joys ck up for climbing
or jumping (straight up only), le , right and down for
moving in those direc ons - the ﬁre bu on is only used
for star ng the game. Hit the space-bar to pause and
con nue a game in progress. The game can be diﬃcult
and frustra ng at mes, but with that “one more try”
addic ve quality at the same me. The diﬃculty of
individual levels is pre y random, and a hard level for
one person may be an easy level according to another,
and vice-versa.
Overall Dimo's Dungeon is a very fun and challenging
game, with plenty of levels for a long las ng challenge,
and since you can choose your star ng level, there's no
reason any one can't see the whole game, or if you just
can't get past a certain level, you can skip it. And since
you have unlimited lives, trial and error wins the day
with unlimited mes to retry. Scrolling pla ormers are a
rare beast on our Atari 8-bits, which make Dimo's
Dungeon another welcome addi on to the con nuing
growth of our Atari 8-bit so ware library.
Another testament to programmers/fans who really care
about making a quality game that is well designed and
fun, that uses the Atari's unique hardware to it's
advantage instead se ling for standard 4-5 colour
graphics of the An c modes and simple single colour
player/missile graphics. If there were more sound eﬀects
and stereo sound I could have given the game a 9 or
even a perfect 10 ra ng. As it stands, I award it 8/10.

YOGI’S GREAT ESCAPE
The story behind this cartoon escapade is that
Jellystone Park is to be closed down, and rather than
stay in a zoo for the rest of his days, Yogi decides to
make a quick getaway before Ranger Smith comes
along and takes him for an even quicker getaway in
the back of a transit van. The game is of the
horizontally scrolling pla orm variety and Yogi has to
assemble a car in order to make good his escape.
There are six diﬀerent levels to get through as Yogi
makes his way through a forest, the wild west, a
fairground, a marsh and ﬁnally New York City, in
which Yogi commandeers a hot air balloon.
For a game based on a cartoon, the loading screen is
a bit drab, drawn in black and white for some reason.
The ﬁrst level is Jellystone Park, which is shaded in
murky browns. The graphics are not bad, but the
colours used are quite dark. However, the main
character of Yogi Bear is very well drawn and is also
rather nicely animated. The scrolling is a tad jerky
but doesn't really interfere with the gameplay.
Unfortunately, there is not a single note of music in
the game, but there are some sound eﬀects which
can only be described as adequate.
If you take too long on each level, Ranger Smith will
come to capture you and send you packing to the
very place you are trying to avoid: the local zoo.
There are also various hazards and obstacles that
must be avoided, including moving pla orms, bear
traps and falling branches. Along the way, you can
collect bonus items such as picnic baskets (he can't
resist them) - and also some handy extra me to help
you complete your mission.
Collec ng all the various parts of Yogi's car brings a
huge points bonus but ge ng at them involves
taking a few extra risks. There are also some invisible
items lying around if you can manage to ﬁnd them.
Yogi's Great Escape is quite an addic ve game, but
like Ruﬀ and Reddy, requires almost pixel-perfect
jumping skills. Despite this, the game should provide
many hours of fun. Playability was originally marred
somewhat by the mul -load casse e system - each
level had to be loaded individually from the tape.
The six levels were on side two of the casse e but
thankfully it’s a bit quicker these days playing it on
Al rra. This is another addic ve li le game from Hi
Tec So ware but not a patch on Ruﬀ and Reddy - it
looks a li le bit like a rush job.

It’s actually based upon a full-length made-for-TV
feature ﬁlm of the same name, but the game uses a
slightly adapted story. When Yogi goes missing, a
tracker and his faithful old dog are brought in to help
with the search.
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YOGI & THE GREED MONSTER
This game is an arcade adventure in which ﬁve of
Yogi's pals have been captured by the Greed Monster
who has also stolen all of the toys in the world. Being
smarter than the average bear, it's up to Yogi to free
them all, and collect all the toys plus eighteen blue
and white coins which are sca ered over the many
screens. Yogi only has one life, but at the bo om of
the screen there is a white bar which represents
Yogi's food supply. When this runs out, the game
ends. Yogi can replenish his energy by ea ng the
various sweets which are picked up on his travels
around the maze. The diﬀerent sweets also have
some amazing proper es; some give temporary extra
speed or invisibility, and others can be ﬁred at the
nas es inhabi ng the area, but they are only killed
temporarily. Re-enter the screen, and they are back
from the dead! You must avoid contact with these
creatures, as they sap Yogi's food supply. Watch out
for the light bulbs as they are invulnerable!

The sound eﬀects are good, but again there is no
music at all. The playability is ﬁne, but it must be said
that the game is not tremendously diﬃcult (unlike
the others in the series) - I managed to complete it
the same day I got it. This game is more suitable for
younger gamers - my seven year old twin nephews
loved it at the me it came out.

Some rooms are protected by a locked door, so the
appropriately numbered key must be used to open it.
This involves a lot of running back and forth, as the
keys are only obtained from certain screens, and Yogi
can only carry one key at a me. The key being
carried, Yogi's food, the score and the characters
rescued are all shown on the panel at the bo om of
the screen. The graphics are quite good, especially
the Yogi character who is very well drawn and
animated. Like the other games in the series, the
colour scheme is a bit of a let-down, but it is certainly
an improvement on Yogi's Great Escape, although
that isn’t really much of a compliment.

The inlay card on the original casse es gave details
of other upcoming games (see image above) but
sadly the adver sed Atom Ant and Hong Kong
Phooey never materialised for the Atari 8-bit. Hi-Tec
did go on to produce these and other games (Road
Runner, Scooby and Scrappy Doo, Top Cat, Quick
Draw McGraw and Wacky Races) for the usual
suspects - the ZX Spectrum, Commodore 64,
Amstrad CPC, Atari ST and the Amiga.
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YOGI & THE GREED MONSTER
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Avery Lee Interview by Jonathan Halliday
Jonathan Halliday:
Hi Avery. Could you tell us a li le about your
background and your profession? I know
many people will know you as the author of
VirtualDub, but what experiences led you to
developing an interest in Atari 8-bit
computers?
Avery Lee:
I grew up with a lot of 8-bit computers,
including an Apple II, Atari 800, C64, and a
CoCo. This was a er these computers had
passed their prime, so they were cheap to get
and our family amassed a lot of them. The
Atari was my favourite because it had be er
graphics and sound than the Apple II and
much faster load mes than the C64, and we
had a lot of fun and colourful games for it. The
hardware also had a lot of design similari es
to the Amiga, which I had switched to later.

Virtualdub - Avery Lee’s Highly Regarded
Video Capture and Processing Tool
was during the me of the dot-com boom and
the rise of consumer 3D graphics - CPUs rising
from 200MHz to 733MHz in only a few years,
aﬀordable 3D accelerators that actually
worked, consoles with hardware texturing,
coupled with the rise of the Internet and a lot
of online companies with a lot more money
than sense. Quite a lot to distract from the
humble 8-bit computers. As with a lot of
things, though, emula on beneﬁted from the
signiﬁcant rise in compu ng power and the
greater ease with which people could connect.

My interest in the Atari waned over me, and
sadly the computers had been disposed of by
the me I had some interest again. However, I
had gained some experience with emulators,
and a er using Atari800WinPlus 4.0 for some
me, decided to try wri ng my Atari 800
emulator for no real reason. Although I had
some experience in 6502 from the Apple II, I
had never wri en signiﬁcant machine
language code for the Atari, and had to learn a
lot about the hardware and OS from scratch.

As for the real hardware, I have nostalgia for
it, but not a lot of desire to collect it. The
actual computers are invaluable for tes ng,
and I have two 800XLs and a 130XE for that
purpose. For actually playing games and
running so ware, though, I prefer emula on
because of the convenience and the ability to
pick and choose the good parts. I s ll miss
some of the experience of playing on a CRT; I
don't miss load mes measured in minutes,
dirty contacts on joys cks and paddles, typing
on a keyboard with the Break key next to
Backspace, and swapping between dozens of
ﬂoppy disks.

Professionally, I work in the modern video
games industry, which is pre y well connected
to these computers except for a diﬀerence of a
few decades. I've even had the chance to work
with a few of the old me greats, though they
some mes react less than enthusias cally to
the statement "I really enjoyed your game as a
kid."
Jon:

You say you grew up with a lot of 8-bit
computers a er they were past their prime
and your interest eventually waned. Did you
ﬁnd that your ICT studies at school or college
s mulated your interest in the older machines
or made them seem less relevant (my
experience was that the machines went
through a period of simply being defunct
before they exerted a nostalgic magne sm)?
And was the gradual emergence of decent
emula on a trigger for rejuvenated interest in
acquiring real hardware again?

Avery: If anything, college postponed the nostalgia.
First, that's where I started learning more
formal compu ng theory, and second, that
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Jon:

Regarding Al rra: seemingly it was ini ally a
side project just to see if it could be done,
but what kind of objec ves did you have in
mind in the context of deﬁciencies in exis ng
emula on? I'm thinking here of Al rra's
cycle-exact emula on and synthesis of many
corner-case hardware quirks which weren't
always well emulated in the past. And was
there a point during Al rra's development at
which it became clear to you (as it became
clear to us users) that you had created
something really excep onal in terms of
emula on accuracy?

Avery: Al rra really started kind of randomly; seeing
other emulators was of course inspira on,
but it was really more of a "let's just give it a
shot" thing. There wasn't much of a plan
ini ally, as for a long me the concern was
just ge ng it working. Accuracy came more
out of the need to ﬁx problems properly;
implemen ng emula on hacks only gets you
so far, un l you're stuck in the loop of
accidentally breaking some programs while
trying to ﬁx others. Beyond that, it didn't
make sense to just replicate what other
emulators had already done.

style, these projects seem to me to bear the
hallmarks of someone who has been coding
on the A8 for a few decades. To what extent
do you think development techniques on
modern pla orms can be applied to 8-bit
coding, and do you think being a professional
developer has made you a be er 8-bit coder?
Conversely, how relevant do you think a ﬂair
for low-level coding on vintage CPUs is for
someone trying to ﬁnd their way in the world
of modern so ware development? Is concise,
hand-coded assembly language (or simply
compact code in general) a lost art?

Atari800WinPlus was already an excellent
emulator for when it was wri en, but much
more CPU and GPU power was now available
for techniques that were imprac cal before,
like cycle-precise IRQs and an interpolated
display. The deﬁning point was probably
when Al rra started to be able to emulate
some programs that had never worked in
emula on before, such as some digital audio
demos and games that required cycle-precise
DMA emula on. Then there was the random
stuﬀ I insisted on, such as the SIO bus sound
that was so characteris c of the real
computer back then and again that up to that
point had not been emulated.

Avery: With regard to 8-bit coding versus modern
pla orms, there are some techniques that
work equally well in both worlds and some
that don't. Interrupts and threads are related,
and if you know the pi alls for one you'll
have a good basis for the other. Basic
op miza on techniques like strength
reduc on and table lookups are s ll valid,
automated/unit/coverage tes ng is the same,
and source code control is just essen al
everywhere. On the other hand, op mizing
code size is no longer a necessity. On an 8-bit,
there are a lot of situa ons where you have
to spend days to weeks "scrunching" code to
free up bytes in a cartridge; nowadays, you'd
have to try really hard to get in a situa on
where you can't implement a feature for lack
of code space. (Data space is diﬀerent;
nothing eats memory and disk space like
textures.)

Jon:

Turning to 6502 coding: clearly your prior
experience of the Apple II stood you in good
stead when you set about wri ng an OS for
the Atari 8-bit, but when it comes to coding
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Wri ng in assembly language is rarely
needed now, mainly because it's just less
prac cal. It's been years since I thought
manual register alloca on in a superscalar
architecture was more fun than tedious.
There have been some excep ons, such as
early programmable shaders and the dreaded
PS2 VUs. The main problem with this,
however, is that while wri ng assembly
language may not be of much use, reading it
s ll is. A lot of programmers can no longer
debug at the assembly language level, which
puts them at a major disadvantage when

debugging a crash in an op mized build or
checking whether the compiler is going awry
in code genera on. Knowing 6502 doesn't
necessarily mean that you can read x86-64,
but it helps.
Jon:

means a lot of me spent wai ng for builds,
reviewing code changes, dealing with
integra on and build breaks, coordina ng
development schedules, etc. On the other
hand, it's an actual product sellable to a wide
audience and I get to work with a lot of
modern technology. At the end of the day,
though, it's a nice contrast to dabble in a
program that builds in seconds, has a trivial
checking process, and targets a pla orm that
has been stable for more than three decades.

You men oned the SIO bus sound not being
emulated before: I just ﬁred up
Atari800WinPlus to verify this and I was kind
of astonished to no ce there was no SIO
noise. Odd that I had never no ced this
before. Did emula on of the SIO bus noise
present special challenges?

Jon:

Avery: SIO bus noise did present a couple of
challenges. One was ﬁguring out what caused
it, and another was running sound genera on
in rigid lock step with core emula on. Having
the real hardware for this was useful as I could
record the actual waveform from the
computer to see what was going on.
Jon:

Avery: There are a lot of ways that the emulator can
evolve from here. Accuracy can always be
be er, the UI can be friendlier and more
streamlined, it can support more hardware,
etc. Portability is unfortunately not on the
near horizon; I get requests for it and I don't
have an objec on to the idea, but it'd incur a
high cost to get there and an ongoing
maintenance cost, and I'm not in a posi on to
take that on right now. As for things I wish I'd
done diﬀerently, mainly that I wish I'd wri en
the core more cleanly, with be er modularity
and separa on with the UI. Then again, if I
spent too much me on that early on the
emulator might not have go en wri en in the
ﬁrst place.

Since you work in the so ware development
industry, do you ﬁnd that maintaining Al rra
ever becomes stressful, or are you able to
compartmentalise your ac vi es and take the
a tude - with hobby stuﬀ - that "it gets done
when it gets done"? There's some mes a
sense of en tlement among impa ent users of
free, open-source so ware. Are you able to
tune that out when something gets broken?

Avery: Working on Al rra does take a bit of eﬀort
now, yes, since it's a lot bigger than it used to
be. My rules for dealing with it are: don't
involve money, don't s ck to a rigid schedule
or feature list, and primarily work alone.
Accep ng money invites trouble with
obliga ons, refunds, legal issues, etc. I don't
need the money, so that saves a lot of hassle.
Avoiding the la er two means that I can work
on parts that I feel like working on, for as li le
or as long as I feel like. These rules aren't
generally applicable, of course, but I've found
them essen al for keeping a hobby project as
a hobby project and not losing interest in it.
Another way to put it is: I already have a job; I
don't need (or want) another one, or I'd just
do both more poorly.
Jon:

Jon:

Thanks for taking the me to provide these
very interes ng responses Avery! I want to
add a huge thank you from myself and the
AtariAge community as a whole for everything
you've done on the Al rra emulator, and the
remarkable Al rra Hardware Reference
Manual. The la er - for me - sits alongside
"Mapping the Atari" as the most indispensable
reference for A8 development.

Atari 2600 ports
Less well-known is the fact that Avery Lee has also recreated several classic Atari 2600 games for the 8-bit
computers. Avery himself talks us through them...

You touched on op misa on, which I think is
one of the must fun and challenging aspects of
A8 assembly-level development. Given there's
no need to op mise code quite as brutally on
modern pla orms, what's most fun and
challenging about your day job as a
developer?

Avery: The most challenging part of my day job is
scale -the so ware is much bigger. That means
it takes longer to build -around 20 minutes per
conﬁgura on for mul ple conﬁgura ons - and
has a couple dozen people working on it. This

Finally: where do you see Al rra heading from
here? Are you at the stage where all that
remains is emula ng addi onal peripherals
(such as the disk drive emula on you've
recently worked on), or are there things you
wish you'd done diﬀerently and aim to go back
to in the future?

Midnight Magic
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This is the ﬁrst 2600 game that I ported to the 8-bit.
The graphics are decent with a colorful playﬁeld and
the collision physics are surprisingly solid; the la er is
impressive given the complex playﬁeld and that all
calcula ons have to ﬁt into VBLANK. It's also the
largest port that I've done at 16K, so much of the me
was spent reversing the code back to workable source.
A disassembler only gets you so far, even with
execu on tracing; once you start making modiﬁca ons

to the code, subtle es like oﬀset array indexing and
page alignment requirements have to be re-deduced
manually since they are lost in conversion to binary.

Stampede
Adventure
Midnight Magic

A fairly primi ve game compared to later 2600 games,
but one that many people remember, and which
provided a surprising sense of adventure given the
primi ve graphics -- not to men on a classic easter
egg. Since it had already been disassembled and
doesn't push the hardware much, it only took ﬁve
hours to port. It's a good game to start with if you
want to try your own hand at por ng a 2600 game.

Seaquest
A much simpler and smaller game (4K) with plain
ac on fun. This game stresses the diﬀerences
between TIA and GTIA; the la er is more powerful
overall, but there are concepts in TIA that don't map
well at all. The most impressive hack in this game is
that the detailed and animated diver sprites are
rendered using the 2600's ball, which is normally just
a single dot on screen -- just shi ed and rescaled
every scanline in this case. It's been said that the
2600 would have died a quick death were it not for
the HMOVE facility, and this is a good example of its
power. The GTIA doesn't have HMOVE, so diﬀerent
func onality has to be used to achieve the same
eﬀect (players and playﬁeld).

Adventure
Raiders of the Lost Ark
This was one of my favorite games for the 2600, as it
was a sort of advanced Adventure -- be er graphics,
more variety in mechanics, mul ple ways to solve
puzzles, and scoring. It's also one of the few 2600
games where you have an inventory of items that you
can collect and drop. Not to men on the coolness of
being able to blow a hole in a wall with a grenade that
actually looks like a blown hole instead of a pixelated
rectangular cutout. This game probably had the most
code to rewrite of all the ports, since the 2600
requires special code for each kind of display and this
game had no less than four of them. For this port I
placed a premium on matching the original 2600 game
as closely as possible and it was nice when another
fan of the 2600 game declared this port to be a
faithful one.

Sea Quest
Stampede
Another small game that just provides simple ac on
fun. The sounds are pre y good for a 2600 game,
everything ﬁts the overall theme, and if you're good
enough there are even pa erns to exploit. Por ngwise, not much more diﬃcult than Seaquest, though
the lasso was a bit tricky. It's one long missile which is
HMOVEd the en re way - con nuous diagonal all the
way to the end, where the "loop" is done by changing
the size and posi on to form a sort of hook. GTIA can
do this, but it takes more work from the CPU and it
can't buﬀer up the changes to apply at once like TIA.
HMOVE allows sprites to be distorted over wide
distances, and that's why 2600 games use sprites for
graphics that would o en require the playﬁeld on the
800. This was one of the two ports that I added
NTSC/PAL speed compensa on into - it bugs me
when people play NTSC-originated games at 50Hz or
PAL-originated games at 60Hz, since there's a good
20% diﬀerence between them.
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Raiders of the Lost Ark

Coming Soon to the Atari 8-Bit
Skool Daze is a legendary ZX Spectrum game
released by Microsphere in 1984 which was
later converted to the Commodore 64, which
forms the basis of this conversion. The game
was commercially and cri cally successful, and
is now regarded as one of the pioneers of the
“sandbox game” genre. The Spectrum version
was voted the 4th best game of all me in a
special issue of Your Sinclair magazine in 2004.
Mariusz Wojcieszek (coding) and Jose Pereira
(graphics) are behind the forthcoming Atari
port. Other games possibly in the works from
these guys are more classic Spectrum games Batman, Exolon and Highway Encounter.
Krzysztof "XXL" Dudek has released a new video
of his upcoming Hobgoblin 2 conversion for the
Atari which is a staggering improvement on the
BBC/Electron original. The tle, end screens
and loading anima on are by Jarek "Odyn1ec"
Wyszyński, in-game graphics and new level
designs by Adam Wachowski and superb music
from XLent, Michał "Caruso" Brzezicki and
Michał "stRing" Radecki.

XXL has also showcased
on YouTube a working
Atari version of the
classic Spectrum /
Commodore / Amstrad
game Cybernoid. The
game features beau ful
high resolu on graphics
and brilliant anima on.
If the game is coloured
in the style of Manic
Miner and Saboteur
(and indeed Skool Daze
shown above) using
Sprite underlays then we
are in for a treat,
although it looks
amazing even in
monochrome!
Finally, another 6502based machine, the
Oric/Atmos, has
provided Krzysztof with
the basis for the early
stage Atari screenshots
below of Stormlord and
Impossible Mission,
games which again
originated on the ZX
Spectrum, Amstrad and
Commodore 64 back in
the 80s.

